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Keeping your estate planning current
A "codicil" is not a fish!
It's part of a will and it can
help you meet your estate
planning needs.
Wills are revocable, so at
any point you · can adjust
your estate plans to suit
your circumstances. You
can either execute a new
will and completely revoke
your old one, or you can
execute a codicil that
revises only a part of your
old will. With a codicil, if
you have only specific,
minor changes in mind,
you need not amend the
entire will.
If you already have a

will, lawyers recommend

occurred since you made
your will, you should
consider reviewing your
will with your attorney for
possible revisions:
Marriage
Birth

Divorce
Accident or illness
Death
Moving to another state
Extended trip away from
home
Purchase of a new home
New tax legislation
Business failure or success
Inheritance of wealth

When preparing a new
will or codicil, please
consider providing for the
University through a
charitable bequest. For
information on including
the University in your will
contact:

that you review it at least
every five years. You may
not need to make any
changes, for a well-planned
will can be perfectly
adequate for much
- - - Don R. Moore, fi
Director of Development
longer than five
James .Madison University
years.
On the other hand,
if one of the following events has

Harrisonburg, VA 22807
703-568-3743 or
1-800.388-4691

programs?
.L.I~·~~-=~ of our faculty?
supportive alumni?

ANSWER
All three!
Your support is
ofJMU because it
the .-.nc•t-..,.,

the progress
to excel beyond
funding.

When you are contacted by a student caller,
please make a pledge to

the Greater University Fund!

Someone like you helping
someone like this.

Brandy Cruthird
Women's Basketball

Juli Speights
Women's Track & Field
Shannon Vissman
Football

For more information,

call (703) 568-646!
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were in the College of Health and Human
Services; eight were in the College ofBusiness;
and seven were in the College ofFine Arts and
Communication.
One award each was given to Carrier
Library and the honors program.
In addition to academic awards, the
Division of Administration and Finance received three awards and the divisions of Student Affairs and Sponsored Research each
received two awards.
(SeeFacultyHighlights,PageS,formore
on research awards.)

m

ou have-probably read
and heard much lately
about the financial
crunch that is facing Virginia's
public colleges and universities.
It is true that we are facing
major problems in the state.
State colleges and universities
need $1 billion in new facilities,
750 additional faculty and staff
members, additional equipment
and at least $84 million more for
student financial aid. To
complicate the problems, Virginia's public colleges are
serving 25 percent more students than in 1980, but with
only 8 percent more staff.
All of us in higher education are working hard to help
find solutions for these problems. In the meanwhile, I
.
wanted to assure you that our enthusiasm for the future has
not dimmed one bit. We are still optimistic at JMU. We are
still committed to innOYation and neW ideas in our approaches to the needs of higher education.
For example, we are seeking $7 million above our basic
operational budget each year to allow the university to
replace some part-time instructors with full-time faculty
members; to continue planning for the proposed College of
Integrated Science and Technology; to further develop our
curriculum; to establish an Academy for Excellence in
leac.h\ng·, to pr01ide computer and library technology, a
new communications center, satety enhancements and a
center tor drug and alcohol abuse prevention.
In addition to JMU's commitment to a broad and liberal
education, we offer students the opportunity to pursue
academic programs that prepare them for a specialty and for
job success. Many of our students choose to prepare for the
future through our College of Business. The college is the
largest at JMU, enrolling about 40 percent of the undergraduate student body.
The College of Business has also drawn more than its
share of accolades. The college is one of less than 100 of the
1,200 business schools in the country to have full accreditation for its undergraduate and graduate business programs
and its accounting program. The accounting program has
also been cited as one of the 20 best in America.
This issue of Montpelier features some of the outstanding faculty members and alumni of the College of Business.
Of particular interest is the new building for the college. For
the first time, we have a facility that will house all of the
faculty and students in the College of Business.
The new building has recently been named Zane
Showker Hall in honor of one of the great friends of James
Madison University. Mr. Showker is a philanthropist in the
truest sense of the word. He has been generous in terms of
personal participation and financial support of virtually every
worthwhile cause in the Shenandoah Valley in the last 20
years. JMU is only one of the many places that have
benefitted from the help of Zane Showker.
The university has an opportunity to prOYide some of
the recognition Mr. Showker richly deserves. We are in the
unique position of having a new building that matches up
with one of his real interests. We are proud to have this fine
facility bear his name.

Ronald E. Carrier
President
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. Saclil wark dcpartmcil rcaccrcdilcd
The Department of Social Work has received professional reaccreditation
by the Council on Social Work Education (CSWE), the nation's sole social work
education accrediting agency. 1be program was renewed fur eight years, the
maximum period oftime allowed, according to R. Ann Myers, head ofthe social
work department. The next review occurs in 1999. The reaccreditation process
involved an extensive self-study by the department and an on-site visit including
interviews with &culty, students, field practicum supervisors and administrators. The Commission ofAccreditation then studied the documents submitted
and took final action in June 1991.

ICISDI tills

aclllf dcu's post
Dr. Jerry Benson has been named acting
dean of JMUs College of Education and Psychology. He replaces Dr. Jean Ramage, who is
now dean of the school ofeducation at California

State College in San Bernardino. Benson, a professor of psychology, joined the JMU &culty in
1980. Prior to accepting the acting dean's post,
he was director of JMU's Human Development
Center. He earned his master's degree and doctorate from George Peabody College for Teachers.

Cranls show upturn
dcspilc recession
Despite a sagging economy, JMU saw an
increase in fuculty awards in fiscal year 1991,
including an award rate ofabout 60 percent from
the National Science Foundation.
The total of more than $2.88 million was a
slight increase from fiscal year 1990. Almost 43
percent of the funding came from the federal
government, with the state adding slightly more
than 29 percent and private funding providing
almost 28 percent.
Dr. Barbara Castello, vice president of
sponsored research and external programs said
she was not surprised by the high numbers.
"We've had more individuals submitting proposals," she said. "With more proposals, there's
a greater opportunity for awards."
A total of82 &culty/staffmembers representing each of the university's colleges submitted 631 proposals. Ofthe 93 awarded, 27 were in
the College of Letters and Sciences; 32 were in
the College of Education and Psychology; 10

Accaunline praeram
makcsTapZI
In the eyes ofaccounting school administrators across the country, JMU has one of
the top undergraduate accounting programs
in the United States.
.fu the June 15 edition of Pt~blic Acc011nting Report, the program was recently
ranked 19th in the nation by accounting department chairmen around the country.
"It's an opinion poll," said Dr. Albert
Mitchell, professor and director ofthe School
of Accounting. "They are asked to list what
they believe are the top three programs in the
nation. (1be schools) receive three points for
a first-place rank, two for second and one for
third, so we received at least three votes,and
. as eight."
possibly as many
JMU tied with the University ofGeorgia
apd Penn State University for the 19th posi-

-

Dr. Jerry Benson

AWARDS BY COLLEGE

Source: Office of Sponsored
Research and External Programs

tion, as each school compiled 8 points. "We believe Penn State
and Georgia are good company," Mitchell said.
Mitchell said most of the certified public accounting
firms in the country subscribe to Public Accounting Repon.
"They hire our best graduates, so this is just tremendous for
our relationship with them," Mitchell said. "This is also an
expression of confidence by our peers and that is very
meaningful to us as well."

Sludell e1ro11mc11
lacreases sllgldly
The official fall enrollment at JMU is 11,264, an
increase of 2.3 perent over last year. Of those, 9,946 are
undergraduate students, 766 are graduate students and 552
are special students- non-degree-seeking students enrolled
in classes. Virginia students comprise 77 percent of the
student body.

JMI ranked again
In tap scbaal buys
Money magazine ranked JMU the 38th best buy among
four-year colleges, ahead ofthe College ofWilliam & Mary and
Stanford University. Last year JMU placed 51st among public
institutions. This year the magazine ranked the top 100 public
and private institutions together, making JMU's jump in the
ranking even more significant.
JMU was also cited as a good education buy in the new
publication, "The 1992 Guide to 101 of the Best Values in .
America's Colleges and Universities." JMU is ill the top 15
percent nationwide, according to the book's editor, David
Wilson. The 101 colleges were not ranked numerically.
In still a third publication, JMU was ranked 12th among
southern universities in the the Sept. 30 issue of U.S. News &
WorfiJ &port. JMU was the fourth highest public university in
the South, behind the University of Alabama-Huntsville, The
9 ta,?q and the UniversitY, of Central Florida.
,
President Ronald E. Carrier attributed JMU's faculty and
students as the two major reasons fur the favorable rankin~. "1kse
are the two great thin~ we have going fur us," Carrier said. "While
this is a tnbute to ]MU, this doesn't mean that there isn't still a job
to be done, especially in terms offinling."

VuBurs directs
Greater laiYenlly Fund

FACULTY

Sven VanBaarstookover
leadership of JMU's Greater
University Fund (formerly the
Annual Fund) Sept. 12, replacing Jeff Roberts who accepted a fund-raising position
with the Valentine Museum in
Richmond, Va.
"A lot ofthings attracted
me to JMU," VanBaars said.
"I don't think you can live
Sven VanBaars
anywhere near Vrrginia and not
hear about JMU -there's so
much going on here."
One of those attractions was JMU's strong telefund
program. The annual telephone appeal to alumni, parents,
faculty, staff and friends of the university is the hean of the
Greater University Fund. VanBaars' plans include increasing
the fund from its present $850,000 to more than $1 million per
year on a consistent basis. He also plans to visit all donors giving
$200 or more per year.
BefOre coming to JMU, VanBaars was director of alumni
services and annual gifts at Olowan College in Murfreesboro, N.C.

WMIA-FM boasts
slpal expansion plans·
A $31,000 grant from the U.S. Depanment of Commerce will enable WMRA-FM (90.7) to expands its broadcast
area to Page County. WMRA is. a National Public Radio
affiliate licensed to JMU.
The funding allows the public radio station to "fill in an
area that would be covered if it weren't fur Massanutten
(Mountain),"saidBrendaHankey,generalmanagerofWMRA.
Pending approval by the: U.S. Forest Sc:ryice and agreement with WHSV -'IV, a booster that retransmits ~s

signal on the same frequency will be erected on top of the
mountain, Hankey said.

place at JMU in the last 20 years, said
JMU President Ronald E. Carrier. HWe
are proud to honor a man who has
meant so much to JMU."
Showker said he was "pleased
and very proud" of the recognition and
felt that the new building "not only
will be a huge asset for JMU but will
also help Dean (Robert) Holmes
maintain and enhance the respect and
position the college has obtained both
nationally and internationally."
Showker has been a major
supporter of JMU and the COB in
particular, having established the Zane
D. Showker Scholarship Award, the
Entrepreneurial Faculty Chair and the
Samuel Duke Athletic Scholarship. He
also has provided a challenge gift to .
JMU to fund the Center for Entrepreneurship and served on the JMU
Foundation Board and the College of
Business Advisory Board.
N

COB
building
named

Zane
Shawker

Hall

JMU's new College of Business
building has been named Zane Showker
Hall in honor of a long-time COB
supporter and friend of the university.
The JMU Board of Visitors took the
action at its Oct. 4 meeting. The $1 0
million, six-story, 95,000-square-foot
building was dedicated in September
and opened for classes this fall.
"Zane Showker's support and
assistance have made possible many of
the great advances that have taken

TS
Research & Grants
Dr. RRiph L. BenlteJr. ofthe Center fur
Professional Development received $69,158
to provide a vehicle for the continual delivery
of JMU-sponsored seminars.
Dr. ClJRrks W. B!Rir and Dr. GRry
ShRjJerofearly and middle education received
$25,000 from the State Depanment of Education for the &ad to Learn Project.
Dr. Cecil BrRdfield, coordinator of
the Center for Service-Learning and professor of sociology, received a $5,000 AG- ·
TION grant for the JMU Center for ServiceLearning's Homeless Initiative Project to
promote service-learning and its educational
imponance to students.
Dr. LindR. M. Bmdley ofthe College of
Education and Psychology received $15,259
from the State Department of Education to
provide suppon for a regional Services Center.
Dr. Dougliu T. Brown, professor of
psychology, received $188,000 from 14 Vrrginia school systems to provide school psychology internships.
Dr.MRyn~~rdFilter,

head of the speech
pathology and audiology department, received
$12,500 from the
Scottish Rite Foun. nation

o£'1\.i:~inia

nr- Maynani 1'\\t.er
tor tne 1.991.
Bmuia P. &nlrey ofWMRA.-rM received
$89,(1)4 from the Vrrginia I>epartment oflnfurmatioo Technology fix a community service
grant fur Public !Udio; $32,500 from the same
source to provide a reading service fur the print
hanlicapped; $11,039 from Friends Account;
$134,627 from the Corporation fur Public
Broadcasting; and $31,261 to install a nondirectional antenna, booster and repeater transmitter to m1arge the station's coverage area.
Dr. ReUI J linn, head of the special
education department and associate professor
of special education, received $14,964 from
the Vrrginia State Department of Education to
continue the Technical Assistance Center fur
Early Olildhood SJXcial Educators project. He:
also received $137,750 from the same source to
serve early childhood special education teachers,
related service personnel, program administrators
and paratrofi:ssionals.
Dr. John A. Mosbo, chemistry depanment head, and Tbom~~s N. GRIIRher of
chemistry received $58,640 from HewlettPackard Co. to acquire a gas chromatograph/
mass spectometer.
Dr. JoRnne M. PeRrson, assistant
professor of nutrition, and Dr. PRtriciR
BrePRrd, associate professor of nutrition,
received $7,760 from the Virginia Depanment of Health to assist employees in managing their intake of dietary fat and thus
their risk of cardiovascular disease through
CONnNUED ON PAGE 6
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a nutrition education program designed to
promote sound life-long dietary practices.
Dr. ]11cltson E.
Rllmsey, professor
of business administration, received
$150,000 to continue to maintain
the Institute of
Certified ProfesDrJaclcson E.
sional Managers'
Ramsey
national headquarters on the campus of JMU.
Sllr11 E. RunytJn of speech pathology
and audiology received $15,956 to provide
speech, language and hearing to preschool
communication -disordered children in
Pendleton (W.Va.) County Schools.
Dr. BrendR RytJis
of the speech pathologyand audiology department received the $100,000
ShannonAwardfrom
the National Institutes of Health to
Dr. Brenda Ryals
conduct experiments that will provide insight into the neural and functional
ramifications of sensory cell regeneration in
mature ears. She also co-authored "Issues in
Neural Plasticity as Related Cochelar Implants
in Children," which was published in the
American journal ofOtology.
Dr. james .S: Sot:hR&ki, assistant professor ofmathematics, and Dr. Dill~ M. Spresser,
head of the mathematics and computer science dqrutment, recc:lved $~5,506 from the
University of Wyomingjlnstitute fur Scien-

tific Computation to provide teclmical assistance in the installation of software to be used
in joint research by JMU and the University of

Wyoming and to use state-of-the-art super
computers to run numerical solvers.
Dr. Anne L Stnmrt of the Human Dcvelopnent Centcr received $21,156 from the
Department of Health's Division of 01ildren's ·
Specialty Services to provide clinical services such
as speech-language-audiological assessment and
supervision of departmental ~ologists.
Dr. R.idmrd Tnwis oflxalth scierx:e reccived $69,331 from the U.S. Department of
Education to de\dop a consortia of225 private
and .!Xlblic peer teaclxr-trainas in the SC\m
superintaxient regions of V1rginia for alcohol
and other drug prevention programming.
Dr. Arvid W. VRn.Dyke of human resource development received $83,870 from .
the V1rginia State Department ofEducation to
continue the technology teacher development program.

Honors & Awards
AleXRnller
GRbbin is the first recipent ofthe Adolph
Coors Foundation
Minority Proftssorship in the College
of Busiocss.
The profesDr.

Dr. Alexander
Gabbln .
CONnNUED ON PAGE 7
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Dr. Jacqueline
Walker keeps
history at her
By Brookie Davis ('94)

You may have to dig to find her, but Dr. Jacqueline
Walker, associate professor of history, is there. Dwarfed behind
a desk piled high with books, in ari office paneled from floor to
ceiling with 50 shelves of still more books, she can usually be
found scouring one of them.
This personal library is Walker's lifeblood, she says,
motioning around the tiny room. "Basically, these books are
my resources, says Walker, whose professional and personal
fulfillment depend on them.
Cherished as such, these books- and plenty more at
home- are well cared for and organized for easy reference
ior lectures. course materials, research, student and departmental resources. And she knows where every one of them is.
·organization is the key,· says Walker, who built some of
the shelves herself. She shelves her general history books
according to region, allocating, for instance, a shelf for
European history and another for African history. Books she
draws on frequently for teaching are shelved chronologically.
She gave up trying to keep an accurate count of them when
she was in graduate school at Duke University, where she also
completed her Ph.D.
These books, along with her field, are also the key to the
past, and hence, in Walker's view, the present and future.
History, Walker says, is the fascinating story of the human
experience. "It shapes our identity in terms of defining a quality
of life ... giving us a body of experience from which we can
draw.· It allows people to experience the benefits of their
predecessors and learn from the past, she adds.
Walker, who teaches American history from Colonial
times to the Civil War and African-American history, is fond of
an old saying that goes: ·A fool will learn from his own
experience, but it takes a wise man to learn from the experience of others. For her, history provides this opportunity to
learn from others.
"Truth, she says, "is more creative than fiction. • She
uses this truth, the experience of others, in class every day.
"It's an effort on my part to bring the past to the
present, Walker says. "I relate past issues with issues we
grapple with tOday. On the whole, the (student) response has
been very good. Students seem to be actively interested,· she
says. "They seem to be able to relate history to factors that
affect their lives today and factors that influence their future.·
Although Walker's teaching methods are successful now,
they haven't always been, she says. Her techniques have
changed a great deal since she first came to JMU. When she
began teaching, she says, sne tried to mimic the style used by
her favorite professors. But it didn't work.
"I had to find a way that I was comfortable with,· Walker .
says, adding that she had a tendency to lecture too much. "I'm
my own severest critic. I continue to find new ways to get the
students involved in the learning process .. . and offer them
N

N

N

N

opportunities for real discovery, · Walker says. .
Jacqueline Walker:
Another of her goals
·students
seem to be
is to get students to underable
to
relate
history
stand that history is more
to factors that affect
than memorizing historical
events, dates, names and
their lives today and
places. History, Walker says,
factors that influence
is related to other majors.
their future. •
She wants them to see the
"linkage between bodies
of knowledge.·
With. reading and
learning as tools for both a
career and an avocation, it
follows naturally that Walker's
first love is research.
"I enjoy teaching - I get a big charge out of it,· Walker
says. "But what really causes me to get really excited ... is
research and writing. It requires the frame of mind that is the
complete antithesis of teaching. That to me is a major high.·
She once became so absorbed with a research paper that
she worked on the paper continuously for 22 hours, not even
taking a break to eat.
Walker presented one of her papers at the-annual meeting
of the Association for the Study of African-American Life in
October in Washington, D.C. Her subject was the Freedmen's
Bureau in North Carolina, the first federal government endeavor to
assist any group in need after a war.
She is also interested in writing a paper about the impact of
Sherman's march ori the freedmen in Newborn, N.C., during the
Civil War. She wants to combine this work with a paper she did
previously and write an article to be published.
·
Walker, a New Jersey native, taught two summer transitional
programs at Duke, then came to JMU in 1976 to finish her
dissertation on blacks in North Carolina during Reconstruction.
Next semester Walker will take on a new teaching challenge
-freshman seminar, a requirement for freshman that introduces
them to a liberal arts education.
She says she's looking forward to a small class that is strictly
seminar. She will be selecting her materials for the seminar later
this semester. But she is sure that the seminar will include a great
deal of writing. "Writing is a good exercise for critical thinking,·
Walker says.
When she is not teaching and conducting research, Walker
also advises the NAACP chapter on campus. Her recognitions
include Woman of Color of the Year and an honorary membership
in Alpha Epsilon Delta, a pre-med sorority.

ACADEMIC
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sorship is part of a $250,000 grant the Coors
Foundation contributed to the JMU Fotmdation in support ofthe university's campaign fur
the COB. The grant supports the funding of
prokssorships and scholarships for minority
f.lculty and students.
Gabbin, an associate proiessor of accounting, joined the JMU faculty in 1985. He
eamedhisdoctorateinaccountingfromTemple
University. A certified public accountant,
Gabbin was a faculty membent lincoln University in Pennsylvania and a senior auditor fur
Price Waterhouse & Co. in Chicago before
coming to JMU.
His writing is regularly published in accounting journals, including 'Ihe Accounting
Edu&t~torr ]ourn~~4 Mt~nRgement Accounting
and New Accounmnt. He earned the JMU
Outstanding Teacher in Accounting aWard in
1990, 1988 and 1986.

In the News
Dr. Doug/Rs Dennis, molecular biologist and associate proiessor ofbiology, was the
subject of an article, "Plastics as High.as an
Elephant's Eye: In the Future, Farmers could
be Raising Fields of Plastic," in the Aug. 19,
1991, issue of Business Week. The article discussed progress in the study of biopolymers.
Dennis is -credited with finding the genetic
switch, called a promoter, that turns on plasticproducing genes. He transferred a long piece
of DNA into E. coli, bacteria found in the
human digestive system that arc widdy used
for research. The bacteria began churning out
plastic. Dennis had inadvertently stumbled

onto the entire three-gene set that Alcaligenes
bactena use to make plastic. Dennis is continuing his research.

Publishing.
Dr. Robert I. AlottR, associate professor of human coqununication, had his
first book in a seven-book series, Signposts on
the lAnd: The Mid-AtiRntic Stt~tes, published by Bonus Books. Alotta is also serving
as general editor of Bonus Books' Street
Nt~mes ofAmeric11 project.
Dr. Pt~melll Buckley, co-director of the
Commonwealth Center for Education of
Teachers; Janice Williamson, graduate assistant in the Commonwealth Center; and
Janis White, research assistant in the Commonwealth Center, have had their article,
"Avoiding Co-dependent Behavior in
Teaching," accepted for publication by the
]ournRI of Professionlll Studies.
Dr. Anthony Eltsterowicz, associate
professor of political science, and Dr. P11ul
Cline, professor ofpolitical science and law,
had their article, "Ratification ofthe Constitution: The Great Debate as Portrayed in
American Government Textbooks," published in the June 1991 issue of Politic11l
Science 11nd Politics.
Dr. D11ry Erwin, director of student
assessment, had his book, Assessing Student
Let~rning 11nd DePelopment, published recently by Jossey-Bass Inc.

~PECilVE
lew lntiatives
far Academics
By

Dr. Bethany Oberst
Vice President
for Academic Affairs
As JMU's new vice president for academic affairs, I
have taken on the responsibility of helping to continue and
enhance JMU's tradition of excellence in academics and
teaching. I welcome this opportunity, so soon after my
arrival, to share with you , alumni and parents, my
plans for the future.
At the beginning of the academic year, every organizational unit at JMU reviews its mission statement and overall
objectives, then sets out goals for the next 12 months. My
goals, as a newcomer to campus, combine both important
ongoing issues and new initiatives. Let me review some of
these with you and invite your comments.
Goal #1: To complete my year-long orientation to JMU
through meetings with all faculty and staff in the Division of
Academic Affairs.
These visits are the highlights of my week. I spend two
hours with each department, talking informally with the
faculty and listening to their ideas. lhen I tour the tacilities to
see where faculty \NOrk, teach, do research. It will take the

entire year to make the round of all 40 departments in the
division, but in the end, I will have an in-depth knowledge of
the faculty and a better grasp on how to guide JMU's
academic programs toward the future.
Goal #2: To organize JMU's Teaching Academy and
obtain major public and private funding for its programs.
The Teaching Academy is an umbrella term for a set of
public- and private-funded initiatives focused on excellence in
university teaching. One of the projects will be to support
faculty who want to integrate one or more technologies into
their courses. Another project will enable doctoral candidates
from other major institutions to come to JMU to \NOrk with
one of our master teachers, learning excellence in undergraduate instruction.
Goal #3: To draw up a five-year plan for graduate studies.
Over the years, JMU's graduate programs have increased
in both number and quality. Now is the time for us to step
back and consider where to go from here. How can we
ensure that graduate programs enhance, rather than detract

Dr. Karen Forcht

Dr. KR.rtn Forcht,
associate professor
of computer information systems, .
wrote a chapter,
"Assessing the
Ethical Standards
and Policies in
Computer-Based
Environments," in

the book, Ethic11l Issurs in In.form.Rtion Systems, published by Boyd and Fraser Publishing Co. Forcht also had an article, "A Diploma Can't Ensure Ethics," published in the
Apri129, 1991, edition of Computerworld.

from, our undergraduate curriculum? How should we respond
to public demand for new programs? What are the pros and
cons of offering new programs jointly with other universities?
These and many other questions need to be given thoughtful
consideration. I will set up a task force this year and work to
do just that
Goal #4: To assurre feS!X>'lsibility for international programs.
One of the hallmarks of a JMU degree should be a period
of time spent working or studying abroad. We already have in
place an excellent set of study abroad programs- in Paris,
london, Salamanca and f\orenc.e -

and \us\ tn\s '1eat \n\tiat~

internships in £urope. We n~d to mal<.e f'!'lef':J student aware ot
the benefits of experiencing lite outside the United States. We
need as well to welcome more international students to JMU
and devise strategies to permit faculty to more fuily explore the
global dimensions of their teaching and research.
· My list of goals includes eight other items. which should
keep me fully occupied for the coming months. If you are on
campus and should pass through Wilson Hall, please drop by
Rpom 206. I would be happy to meet you and tell you about all
the exciting things I have discovered in this fine university from
which you graduated.

Dr. Roger H11JI,
professor of theater, had his book,

Writing. Your
First PIR.y, published by Focal
Press, a division
of ButterworthHeinemann. BeDr. Roger Hall
fore the textbook
was written, Hall developed a handout for
his classes with notes and exercises similar
to those in his book. The forward for the
book was written by Hall's former student,
PhoeffSutton, executive producer ofCheers

who recently won his second Emmy.
Dr. Arnold S. KRim, professor of psychology, had his article, "Comment on Cahoon
and Edmonds' 'Comments Concerning IncrejlSCd Female Negativism Toward Males,'"
published in Contemport~ry Socit~l PsychobJgy.
Dr. Robert A. MarRnto, assistant professor ofpolitical science, and David Schultz had
their book, A Short History ofthe United Smtes
Civil Service, published by University Press of
America.
Dr. Willi11m R. Nelson, head of the po- .
litical science department, had his article, "New
Development in Terrorist Trials in Northern
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Ireland," published in Politiud CommNni&JJtion 11nd Pmu~~Jion. Nelson also had his article,
"The Terrorist Otallenge to the Rnle of Law:
The British Experience," published in Terrorism: An Intmt.t~tiotud]011rul Nelson also had
a chapter in a book, Tbe Irish Terrorist Experienu, published by Alexander and O'Day, Eds.
Dr. Dorothy PomrRning, associate professor ofbmily and gerontology, wrote a chapter,
"Child Care Concerns of Employed Parents,"
in the new edition of the Americ11n Home
Economics Associlltion Tt~Uher Edu&JJtion Section Ye~~rboolt.
Dr. Robert Roberts and Dr. M11rion
Dos.r, both associate professors ofpolitical sc:ierx:e
and law, lW drir article, '1be Constitutional
Privacy Rights of Public Fmployces," jXJblished
in the May 1991 issue of InternlllionRI]01111JII.Io[
Public Administrlltion. Doss also wrote a chapter,
"Controlling the Security Threat: Foreign
Coonter-Intelligcocc," in ControUing InteUigence.,
publislxd recently by Frank Cass Ild. ofl..ondon.
Dr. Glenn HRstedt; proi:ssor ofpolitical science,
edited the book and wrote two~. "Controlling Intelligence: Defining the Problem," arxl
"Controlling Intelligence: The Values of Intelligence Professionals."
Dr. MMi1111 V. Rossw, assistmt proi:ssor of
economics, had lx:r article, "Whither Joint Ventures? The Legal and Imtitutional Fnvirorunent in
the So-wet Union," ~furJXIblicatim by the
]DfR'11111 ofG!obtU Businas.
Dr. Mit:b~~el L Stolojf, associate professor
ofpsychology, Dr.]11mes V. Cot«h, head ofthe
psychology department, and Dr. JoAnne
Bmvster,aclinicalpsychologist,JWtheirbook,
H11rti1P11re,

So.ft7P~~re,

11111i lhe Mm~~~/ HuliiJ

Profe.ssional, \Mbli.Wd by ~ Amaican l>sycho\o~ca\

Associmon.
Dr. Stan Ulama, associate professor of

geology, co-authored a paper, "Low-level
Nocturnal Wmd' Maximum over the Central
Amazon Basin," which was published in
Bound.R.ry Lllyer Meterology.
Dr. Mark WRmer, executive assistant to
President Ronald E. Carrier, arxl Dr. Raymond
Studwell ofBridgew.tter College lW their article,·
"Humor: A Powaful Counseling Tool," published in the SJXing 1991 issue of the ]ou11JIIJ of
Co/Vge Student PrychotherRpy.

Obituaries
&mzhDudleyMcEnderftr, 57, died Aug.
29, 1991, at Rockingham Memorial Hospital
in Harrisonburg. She graduated from St.
Andrews College in North Carolina and earned
amaster'sdegreeinmusicfromEastmanSchool
of Music at the University of Rochester, N.Y.
She taught in JMU's music deparnnent for 10
years and also taught at a private studio in her
home. She was a member and fonner vice
president of the JMU Women's Oub and the
American Association of University Women.
Her husband, Paul McEnderfer, is an associate
professor of music at JMU.
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AClawing
.Partnership
Curiosity and chemistry
spur DeGraff's research
in light and laser technology
By Greg Abel ('92)
While Dr. Ben DeGraff may call his research group
just "one small Volkswagen· competing in the race of
science, the JMU chemistry professor is laps ahead of ·
many of his colleagues.
Recognized internationally in the scientific community
as an expert in the field of light and laser technology,
DeGraff's cutting-edge research makes him a valuable asset
to JMU. DeGraff attributes simple curiosity as the driving
force behind his work.
"I guess from the time I was a little tad I'd run around
building rockets and that sort of stuff, • DeGraff says with a hint
of a grin. "I'm curious about everything. I think you can't be in
science and not be curious. The two just go together.·
A thin, middle-aged man with strong features and a full
head of salt and pepper hair, DeGraff has been sharing this
curiosity with JMU students for dose to 20 years. After
graduate work at Ohio State, a fellowship at Harvard and five
years of teaching at the University of Virginia, DeGraff was
hired in 1972 to head the JMU chemistry department. He
decided in the 1983-84 school year to leave that post to teach
and devote more time to research.
·1 got very little research done while I was playing
department head and I had to make a choice,· DeGraff says. "I
could be a department head or a dean or something or do
research. I could not do both.·
His current project involves exploring the possibility of
combining photosensitive molecules with fiber optic probes
used during surgery. Without forcing a review of the periodic
table of the elements, the research boils down to what DeGraff
calls ·molecular reporters.·
Along with cohort Dr. James Demas of U.Va., DeGraff is
attempting to construct molecules that "report" on the oxygen
content of a particular region. If perfected, the molecules would
glow for a very short time in an oxygen-rich environment and·
for a long time in an oxygen-poor environment.
·
. . "What it allows us to do is probe environments in very
d1ff1cult-to-get-at regions such as physiological or hazardous
situations where you don't want people," DeGraff says. "If you
want to analyze the oxygen content of something buried two
miles down or at a hazardous waste site, you can put mqlecules
.out there to send you back information about what's going 00
in a relatively easily interpretable fashion. ·
Constructing the molecules, DeGraff says, is "like
building a car.
"You have to look at all the parts you have and understand which are the good features and which aren't so good.
Then you say, 'let's try and build some molecules that incorporate the best features and see if those aren't superior to what
we've been using:·
The funding for the team's research comes from the
National Science Foundation, which DeGraff says gives grants
to researchers "doing interesting things.·
While his work in the lab is normally meticulous, there are
times when DeGraff says he must take chances.
"You have to make leaps. Every once in a while you jump
off the edge of a cliff, you don't have any ideas how this is
going to turn out but it seems so neat that you run and try it
anyway, • he says.
Aside from his work in the laboratory, another challenge
DeGraff faces is balancing his time between research and

instruction. This semester he is
teaching two senior-level
As demanding as
physical chemistry classes and
one section of freshman
his work is. DeGraff
chemistry. The result, DeGraff
does not spend his
says, is a six- to 6-1/2-day
whole life in a
work week.
laboratory.
He is an
"It's a real juggling act,·
avid
skier
and
hiker
he says. "I get a lot of research
and says he plays
done in the summer and in my
spare time, but during the
all types of racquet
school year, it's tough.·
sports.
As demanding as his
work is, DeGraff does not
spend his whole life in a
laboratory. He is an avid skier
and hiker and says he plays
all types of racquet sports. "I'm having a wonderful time,·
he says. "I have a lot of chances to travel and meet people
and do things. •
One of the things DeGraf says he makes sure to do is
attend ·at least one or two• scientific conventions during the
year. This past summer, he and Demas traveled to Fribourgh,
Switzerland, for a convention of inorganic ph'otochemists.
"That one was superduper, • he says. "There were 125 of
us crazies there and basically for a week we just talked to each
other. It's a great way to find out what everybody else is doing
and exchange ideas."
DeGraff and Demas will travel to Florida over the holidays
to talk about some of their results and are planning a summer
trip to a convention in Belgium.
A different sort of mystery DeGraff says he and his
colleagues have tried to analyze is why so many students
crihg~ at the thought of chemistry. One mention of hydrogen
bond1ng and the average backpack toter is around the corner
faster than it takes to get a Bunsen burner going.
"We spend a lot of time trying to figure out how to
change that," DeGraff says. "I would have to say we haven't
been real successful. It still scares the hell out of a lot of
people. Chemistry is just one of the few subjects where you
can WQ!k really hard and still not understand a damn thing.·
So, does DeGraff ever get frustrated with chemistry?
"Oh sure," he says, "I still throw things against the wall,
but I get over it and then go back and start again.·

or three tense days in August. Dr. Marina
Vcherashnaya Rosser watthed with the rest of
America as the attempted coup in the former
USSR unfolded and finally, thankfully, failed. For Marina.
a former Soviet citizen. the political drama held more
personal concerns.
Back in pre-glasnost Moscow, Marina Vcherashnaya
was a student at Moscow State University, where she
eamed her master's (1976) and Ph.D. (1979). She later was
hired as an economist with the Institute of World
Economy and International Relations. which she describes
as "the institution supposedly responsible for the orderly
depradation of world capitariSm.• .
She met Dr. Barkley Rosser, a JMU professor of
economics, when he visited Moscow with a JMU tour
group in the Orwellian year of 1984.
•Innocent exchanges of views on international
economics and politics, very harmless at first sight.
happened to be the beginning of a highly internationalized romance,• she says. Their romance was also
whirlwind (they met on April4, and Barkley proposed
on April 6) and dangerous.
•1 was a child of privilege- spoiled, Barkley calls
me- when I took my detour,• Marina says. That
detour sent her on an odyssey filled with secret
messages, clandestine meetings, blacklisting,
harrassment and KGB interrogations.
Today Marina is an assistant economics professor
at JMU and teaches comparative economic systems
and international economics. She and Barkley celebrated their fourth wedding anniversary last May
and they are busy raising their daughter, Sasha. (•I'm
becoming a real American mom,• Marina says.)
As her mother answers questions, the blond
curly-topped toddler chatters along, switching
smoothly from Russian to English as the mood suits
her. Periodic bribes of peanut M&Ms and cookies settle
her briefly for a session with the photographer.
Here, between Sasha's shrieks of 2-year-old
delight and discovery, Marina manages to tell her .
story and share a unique insider-outsider perspective
on the political and economic developments in the
former Soviet Union.

Dr. Marina Rosser shares ~er insights into the political and
economic developments of the former Soviet Union
By Pam Brock

Barkley must have swept you off your feet. Did you

realize what you were getting into when you accepted
Barkley's proposal to marry?
It was the other way around {Marina laughsI, I swept him
off his. But I had rnisgioogs. I was very prejudiced. This was
strange. I asked !Dyself, is this someone the CIA sent to seduce
me or recruit me? I had a sensitive job, top security clearance.
Itwassofast. Itwasnotuntillateron, three months after Barkley ·
left, that I got the fifst piece ofevide~ce that it was not some kind
offmfuy:
I received a call and this voice said, "I have a message for
you." It was very mysterious. We agreed to meet at the Moscow
Circus. I asked, "how will I recognize you?" "You will recognize
me," he said. At the circus, a mend of Barkley's, (JMU
economics profi:ssor, Dr.I Tom {Varghese}, gave me a letter. It
was funny. 'The letter began, "Dear Tom," because the letter
had to be carried across the border, and then said, "I love you
so much," because it was peant for me. Then, Tom gave me a
{verbal} message from Barkley. He asked, "Are you interested
in going to some conference abroad and defecting?" At the time
I thought, "I won't jeopardize my fumily." I toid him, "they'll
never let me out because ofmy job. It is an important position."
On the way home, I found out later, Tom was strip-searched
by the KGB at the border.
When Barkley returned to Moscow in August 1984, you
filed a marriage application andyour intentions were on
the record. How did the government read?
We filed our application and Barkley \eft. In the Soviet
Union, there.is a three-month waiting period before you are
allowed to marry. Within days I was summoned by my supervisor at the institute, and he said, sarcastically, "congratulations.,; His agency has no connection to the clerical office where
· we filed our application, but word went fast. It was considered
a crime to marry an American.
Another superior advised me against marrying Barkley.

Marina Rosser with daughter, Sasha.

He said, "You will have a hard time. You will be an outcast even
if you emigrate. You 'II wash cars and dishes in America."
Finally, my top superior, Alexander Yakolev - he used
to be the Soviet ambassador in Canada and the No. l adviser
to Gorbachev - called me in. He just looked at me saying
nothing. Finally, he said, "What should we do about it?" The
bottom line was, I was fired.
They took away my pass to everything. I wondered, can
I find another job? At the same time {Marina laughs} my
mother was arranging for a wedding gown and working onthe
guest list. I was blacklisted. It was considered betraying your
country. Then there were hard times.' My fumilywas harrassed.
My brother was not accepted to graduate school, my father was
deprived of honors, my uncles didn't get promotions.
Ifyou don't get a job in three months there is a rule you
have to leave Moscow and give up your apartment. You are

branded a social parasite. A friend hired me as a housekeeper so
I could stay. In a couple of years she wa5 harrassed and was
forced to fire me. I finally went to the American Consulate for
help, but the KGB arrested me in front of the building, in the
middle of the street, and detained me.
And, of course, our application was ;ejected. An official
from the Office ofVISas and Registrations presented the answer
with plenty of prose: "Your marriage contradicts the state
interests and is therefore undesirable."
Faced with such obstades, how f/id you finally get to
leave the Soviet Union?
Barkley and I finallyrealized keepingalowprofile wouldn't
help. Barkley had been denied a visa to the Soviet Union 17
times, even though he was chosen as a Fulbright profi:ssor. I was
so eager to see my sweetheart, but Mother Russia was not. He
tried to get in difrerent ways, via Holland and Canada, but no
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My. I OO;ame activcly involved with the CoalitiOQ of Divided
Spouses in Moscow. Barkley went public with a case ofblocked
marriage in the fall of 1986. He contacted the media and got
help from Senator Paul Simon oflllinois, Senator Paul Tnble of
Vrrgjnia and Congrusman fim Olin of Vrrginia. The press
welcomed this sentimental story of the doomed love of separated economists. We believe that this timely support and
interest of the American press was of crucial importance.
Through {former Secretary of State) George Schultz, our
blocked marriage became an agenda item at the RcaganGorbachev summit in Reykjavik, Iceland.
In March 1987, while Barkley visited Vienna to appeal to
the Soviet delegation to the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe, we learned I would be allowed to leave.
I wasn't going to believe it until I was on the airplane. I wasn't
allowed to take anything with me. I just had to leave. My mother
had to smuggle out some of my belongings, including this
photo album, later.
On April4 I landed at Dulles International Airport. It was
hectic. I was met by 1V people, and Barkley, too. CNN was
there. It was so overwhelming. It was friendly, welcoming.
So you finally got married in the United States, three
years after you first met Barkley.

We were married on May 24, 1987, in Cross Keys, ncar
Harrisonburg. My fumily was not there, of course. There were
200 guests and his fumily. Ninety percent were strangers. I
thought, what is this mob scene?
Has glasnost allowed you to keep in contact with
your family?

Yes, it certainly has helped. We have been able to talk on
the telephone, and in 1989 I went back for my mom's 60th
birthday. She has visited me here twice.
How do you feel about the fonner USSR?

I just applied for U.S. citizenship and took the citizenship
test. I don't hate Russia and never will. But I made my choice
to make this country my country from now on.
As a fonner citizen of the Soviet Union. how did you
feel during those three days in August when you heard

of Gorbachev's sudden "ill health• and watched the
tanks roll through Moscow and Yeltsin take his heroic
stand in front of the Russian parliament?

I followed the unfolding story worrying about my fumily
and friends, my country and the future. The events of the coup,
however, appeared somewhat strange. The 1V imagery was
grave and in fact at some point the situation was critical. But the
more I watched, the more I thought that the coup was doomed.
It finally disintegrated in ineptitude and divisiveness. When it
was over a tremendous sense ofreliefcame upon me. I had major
evidence that the process of change was irreversible.
Yet I was right to worry about my fumily as it turns out my
mother was out in the streets dangerously close to the tanks and
troops. She was showing her support fur the resistance to the
coup instead of being safe in her apartment as I would have
preferred. But I am proud of her actions.
Though I am relieve~ that the immediate crisis has passed
and that Gorbachev has returned to a somewhat shaky power,
the future is still uncertain. Gorbachev shares a tenuous relationship with the republics' presidents and people, especially the
now legend-like figure ofYeltsin, in the form of the Union of
Sovereign States.
What economic and political pressures led to the
attempted coup and how did the refonn movement
figure into it?

There were long-term and more immediate pressures that
led to the coup. The long-term pressures came from the
accelerated pace of the economic decline and the crisis of
govcrnability as a result of half-hearted democratization and
piecemeal refOrms.
The reform experience in the Soviet Union had been
plagued by inconsistency and poor implementation. The scope
and scale as well as the pace ofreform became the major divisive

.~

political issue. The optioa's were
The ultimate ·1nodel of
either to preserve soc:iafum' exmarker-economics
adopted by the
• • The
tending some market mechanisms
union, or more likely autonoor to abandon it altogether and
mously by the independent reintroduce market capitalism.
publics, will result from the sucBut the experience with
cesses or failures of the transition
both a market economy and
period which the union and recapitalist practices in the Soviet
publics are going through. At
Union were very limited; the
this point one can predict a great
fears about both very overare
deal of variability of market
whelming. As a result, the initial
economy versions from region to
reform region given the different degrees
approach to the reform was cautious and gradual.
ofreadiness for marketization and
prospects
Over time, however, this
the overall economic and politicautious approach made the
cal legacy.
the
country's backwardness and
Most likely such western
immiserization more blatant.
republics as the now fully indeThis contrasted with developpendent Baltic states will develop
ments in Eastern Europe and in
more
market-oriented systems,
the
China, which have displayed
while the more traditionally
more decisive approaches politicommunist Central Asian repubcally (Eastern Europe) and ecolics may lag behind.
nomically (China).
How would the success of
The immediate pressures
politicalandeconomic reform be affected by the republics'
came from the republic secessionist movements, which became
decisions to secede or join the new union?
very radical and viable in the face of this economic decline and
Against the background of agonizing economic reform
took their lead from Gorbachev, who had been gradually trying
and dramatic political swings the movement toward economic
to free the economy from the tremendous pressure of political
and political independence of the Soviet constituent republics
priorities and fOreign expansionist goals.
poses a serious dilemma and a promise at the same time.
At the time ofthe coup, however, the reforms were going
"Orderly" disintegration of the union is unlikely. With
too far for the old hardliners, who then tried to depose
secession movements come new obstacles to reform, such as
Gorbachev. It's no surprise that the actual timing of the coup
suspicion and the possibility of trade barriers among the repubcame just befure the signing of the new Union Treaty.
lics that impede the traditional flow of commodities. These
Now that the coup has failed, is the danger of viobarriers can threaten survival ofthe economy and the people. So
lence past?
independent republics will have to make some economic or
The danger of violence is still there and will be there as long
strategic agreements among themselves or with the new union.
as it takes to learn more peaceful and democratic ways to resolve
The Russian republic, for instance, has supplied oil to the
political, economic and ethnic displkS. So fu the existing c:xperiothers at subsidized prices. With no other oil supplies evident at
cnce with democratic methods is sn1l primordial.
this time, new inter-republic trade agreements must be made,
The hardliners may find another opportunity to strike
as we\\ as a sharing of go\d ~ and futt.ign debt!~.
again. H the republics do not make some economic agreements
On the other hand, preserving a union mig):l.t actua\\y slow
with each other, Russia or the new union, this winter could be
down the reform. A unified political determination to do away
hard fur many. If people go hungry, if the republics begin
with communist ideology and to adopt the ideas of sociowarring among themselves, or if the reformers strike out on a
economic democracy will be more difficult to achieve among
witchhunt and become like the KGB, then violence, from
republics that display different predispositions to marketization
whatever source, is still a possibility.
and actual readiness to radicalize reforms. In different parts of
the
Soviet Union, the readiness to embrace the idea ofpolitical
Will you explain the structure of the new Union of
democracy
and economic responsibility varies immensely.
Sovereign States and compare it to a Western political
While some concerted .action might be quite productive
system we can recognize?
if the political passions and cravings for sovereignty can be
The State Council, headed by Gorbachev, seeks to run
tempered to arrive at a compromise, some of the republics are
the union, coordinate foreign and domestic policy common to
obviously better off without the obligations of Moscow.
all republics and govern fOreign affairs, national ddt:nse, law
A very obvious example is Ukraine, the breadbasket ofthe
enforcement and internal security.
USSR, which might become more efficient in food production.
The Supreme Soviet is assumed to be the highest legisHowever, shortages of such commodities that it docs not
lative body and includes the Council of the Republics and the
produce, such as oil and lumber, might seriously curb its
Council of the Union. It decides on changes to the constituindustrial potential. The question then, is whether an indepention, declares war and confirms the budget.
dent Ukraine could or would ensure its survival by making its
The Inter-Republic Economic Committee is expected to
own economic agreements with the union, other republics or
coordinate and implement economic refOrms and policies. Its
foreign countries.
chairman is named by the president and ratified by the state
Political independence will come hand in hand with
council. The republics retain the power to veto laws adopted
economic challenges and the need to make choices of what
by the Supreme Soviet within their own republics and must
outside system to depend on economically. The option of
approve any changes in the Soviet constitution.
autarky is ruled out by most ofthe secessionists. The pace of the
It is very unclear to outside observers as it probably is
reforms will depend on the strings attached to interaction with
for insiders what the Union of Sovereign States will look
other systems.
and act like. There is a certain intention to model it after
What Western economic practices or market
some confederal arrangement. The actual structure is still in
devices are the most immediately needed and
the making and it's too premature to draw any parallels to
realistically attainable?
other systems. Who knows what will happen by the time this
I would argue that marketization of a country like the
article appears?
former USSR will require a very carefully calculated effort to
What version of a market-based economy can Westerners realistically expect to see emerge from the republics and the union?
CONnNUED ON PAGE 30

legacy of
authoritarian rule,
traditional society
communal spirit and
mindset
deeply
entrenched. The
will heavily
depend on
generational shift in

government. ' '
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SW£AT
COB DEAN HIDES
HIS EFFORT BEHIND
ILLUSION OF EASE

LL SMOOTH
edges, firm
handshakes
and relaxed Southern
hospitality, JMU's Dr.
Robert Holmes has gained
a reputation as one of the
most charismatic, peopleoriented husiness deans in
the countr-y.

His ac.c.omp\ishments,

conversely, are of the hardfought, rolled-up-sleeves variety- like the brand-new, $10
million Zane Showker Hall,
which opened fur College of
Business classes this fall; the
college's succe~sful $2.4
million capital campaign; and
the creation ofVrrginia's first
school of accounting.
All are feats too enormous to chalk up exclusively
to charm.
Successes such as these
hint that behind a facade

By Pauli Hayes Fitzgerald
12 :Montpefier

of effonless progress, Holmes hides a t2sk- and perfectiondriven alter ego who is constantly at work.
But so amiable and polished is this illusion, he's hard to
spot. Apeek into Holmes' office, where the door is always open,
affords no due. It is a quietly masculine room with a fonnidably
uncluttered desk, which leaves no sloppy trace of the perpetual
action that has fAcilitated COB success after COB success.
And he mentions not a word about the time and energy
these achievements have cost him. Nor does such a man
boast and brag about his successes. This gracious Texan
needn't bother.
zane Showker Hall, for one, is difficult to ignore. It
rises six stories from the·curb of Bluestone Drive, between
Godwin Field and the Newman Lake residence halls. Opening
into a maroon, black and white marble lobby, the high-tech
building stands as a foreshadowing to students of careers
hopefully to come in corporate headquarters all over the world.
The building, however, like the proverbial tip 6f the
iceberg, is. only the most visible COB achievement during
Holmes' eight years as dean. More importantly to Holmes
is the stuff inside - people, programs and resources.
"We are the future," Holmes says. "The building repre. sents the integration of state-of-the-ait technology with a
fAculty who welcomes change and an exceptional student body
who has, right here, some ofthe best business opportunities in
the Mid-Atlantic region."
Supporting and enhancing this future are the proceeds of
the first capital campaign in JMU's history, a two-year, $2.4
million effort with leadership by the COB Executive Advisory
Council, the JMU Foundation and the Board of Visitors.
Its success, says Holmes, goes fAr beyond money.
"It speaks eloquently of the commitment, recognition
and credibility of the college in the eyes of contributors, who
responded by making an important investment in the future," .
he says. "I am particularly proud that more than 80 percent of
the faculty and staffpledged gifts totaling more than $250,000."
The campaign is part of $4.5 million that has been
raised for the COB during the last eight years, including
the funding of six endowed prof~sorships and one
endowed chair.
Other achievements, such as the creation of separate
departments of finance and business law, management, and
marketing/hotel/restaurant management, speak fur themselves as well.
It's good they ·do, for Holmes describes himself as a
team player and leaves it at that. He is immodest enough,
however, to admit that he is a player smart enough to have
built a winning team from the beginning. More than 60
business faculty have been hired since his leadership began
in 1983 to make the COB and its ever-expanding programs
JMU's largest and still growing college.
Holmes sees his fuculty and administration as studentoriented and hungry for change. "We're not a stagnant group,"
he says with pride. "We're dynamic and progressive. Looking at
our long-term goals, at the top of the list is still finding and
keeping the people with the Yision and follow-through to make
the dream the reality."
During his tenure, as he prefers his leadership described,
one of the brightest milestones has been the full accreditation
of the COB's undergraduate and graduate accounting and
business programs by the American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business, first in 1985 and again earlier this year.
Only 93 ofthe more than 1,200 business schools in the United
States have achieved this distinction.
A pleasant confinnation came this past summer, when the
professional journal, Public Accounting Rtpqrt, ranked JMU's accounting department 19th in the nation's Top 20.
Part of Holmes', and the college's, success is his
management style.
"He delegates and then gets out of the way," as one
professor puts it.
Holmes apparently agrees with that assessment.
"The JMU College ofBu5iness has been successful," he
says, "because our fAculty and staffare exceptionally talented an

dedicated people who accomplish whatever they set out to do."
A case in point: Once Holmes identified the COB's need
for more interaction with the business community at large,
envisioned its scope and set goals and objectives, he let his
administration and fAculty do their jobs.
1he results are 11 outreach and research centers headquartered at JMU 1he centers support business and academic
professionals throughout the country and provide JMU stu·
dents with hands-on experience in their fields offuture endeavor.
All of these COB achievements "really tie back in with
our students in enhancing both our reputation and the opportunities available for them," he says, draped comfortably in a
chair in his sixth-floor office. He seems to have all the time in
the world to sit back and talk about the College ofBusiness and
the fuculty, administrators and students who make it what it is.
But his schedule tells a different story.
In addition to the administrative responsibilities that
have made all this COB progress possible, Holmes nomially
teaches one course a semester, principles of management in
the fall and business policy in the spring, which requires all
the corresponding preparation, grading of papers, student
consultations and tests.
He usually speaks at one or two meetings a year for each
of the 23 student COB organizations, while university committees and task forces take up a large share of his time.
While he tries to maintain some semblance ofan appoint·
ment schedule, Holmes rarely~ away students and faculty
whopopineverynowand then.
This full, Holmes is chairman of two MCSB committees, which require travel to
other U.S. business colleges that
are seeking the same accreditation JMU's college has
achieved. Professional society
meetings'ana seminars are also
regular entries on his calendar.
While serving on several
corporate boards of directors,

over the nation who add their insight and wcightto the college's
activities and goals.
And his skills are fucile enough to tap resources that are
right in front of him. Holmes formed the COB's Student
Advisory Council in 1984, comprising the presidents of the
college's 23 student organizations, to keep abreast ofstudents'
needs and views.
Throughout this arduous agenda, Holmes shows no signs
of wear. This illusion of effortless achievement suggests he has
perfected the art of streamlined efficiency.
A bit shocked and embarrassed at the attention required
foraftaturestory,Holmesisaprivateman,despitehisunfl.appable,
gregarious nature. As fAr as he is concerned, the attention
belongs where his has been constantly for the last eight years on College of Business programs and the future.
Currently, Holmes is orchestrating the programs of the
1991-92 year and confronting the challenges of the rest of
the decade. Holmes knows that, like those of the '80s, '90s
challenges will begin and end with people and money and
technology and change.
Holmes has already begun. He initiated "Project 2010"
to forecast business trends in the year 2010 and determine how
the COB can better prepare its graduates for the challenges of
the 21st century.
As the College of Business enters the '90s in a futureoriented building, but with signficant budget challenges in
Virginia higher education, the man who has tirelessly molded its
identity is reflecting now on his
own future.

Holmes has, since 1978, writ-

ten or co-authored five books
and 14 articles, papers and cases.
He is a frequent media
spokesman for opinions on
current events. Since becoming dean in 1983,hehas averaged four television appearances each year, including
severa130-minute talk shows.
He appeared in a segment of
WVPT's "Managing Up the
Organization: How to Manage the Boss," a 10-part
"Management Tips" series
written by JMU fuculty. In
addition, he has helped plan
and has hosted and spoken at
the "Annual Executive &onomic Outlook Seminar" for
eight years. The seminar, cosponsored by Dominion
Bank, JMU and WVPT, at·
tracts an average annual at·
tendance of 350.
He has given keynote
addresses and served as
speaker or discussant for at
least 11 academic program presentations around
the nation and frequently serves as master of
ceremonies for banquets and programs.
Asoneofhiscolleagueshassaid, "He doesn't
let grass grow under his ftet."
During his travels, this talented politician has
courted and built an influential Executive Advisory Council ofimportant business leaders from all

The future ofthe college
is, he admits, more clearly defined than his own. Laughing at
what strikes him as a small joke
on himself, Holmes says, "I said
when I first came here that a
person should not stay·in a posi·
tion fur more than seven years."
He shakes his head and grins.
He1:e \s. a man who'~ not ~aid to
break the ru\es -even bis own..

Part of Holmes' success
can be attributed to his
management style.
•He delegates and then gets
-out of the way, • as one
professor puts it.

But now that the '90s are
here, what will Holmes choose
to address next?
Usually so quick with a response, Holmes is momentarily
and
uncharacteristically
nonplussed. "Look at the technology," he says wonderingly.
"How do we best adapt to this
rapidly changing technology and
teach it at the same time~ How do
we best use it~ There's so little
time to think."
Holmes, of course, is
never long without an answer.
It is but a moment before he is
leaning forward in his chair, his
face expressive as the ideas take
shape for print. "In this new
global order and economy," he
says, "things are changing by the
minute. And I believe that our
businesscollegeisextremelywellplaced to be part of the changes
happening internationally."
He sees JMU's business
programs becoming increasingly
focused on international issues
and trends. "There is much more
international exchange on the
horizon," he predicts. "Students
both here and abroad will be
CONnNUED ON PAGE 29
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International business grad finds opportunity in Hong Kong

By Greg Abel ('92)

I

N TillS TIME OF TIGHT
markets and general economic stagnation, Elizabeth
McDougall ('83) has a piece
of advice to pass along to recent
graduates - head east - to the
Far East, that is.
The international business

as+
Photography in
Hong Kong
by Randy
Lagerway

McDougall, here
at the main Intersection
of Hong Kong's business
district. finds the Island's
entrepreneurial
spirit catching.
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graduate speaks from experience, having made Southeast Asia her home fur
the past five years and Hong Kong for the past two.
"The current unemployment rate here is very, very low," McDougall
says. "Unlike the U.S. and Canada, there is a great deal ofdevelopment going
on. Ifyou've got an entrepreneurial spirit in terms of your career, I think it's
a great idea to come over here and get that vital first experience."
As a native Canadian, McDougall was already aware when she attended
JMU that national borders are just lines on a map, not the end ofcivilization,
nor a checkpoint where a few select people wait to be tapped to conduct the
world's business.
McDougall says an international accounting class she took at JMU
helped her decide to take her career abroad.
"We had to do this big semester project where you ha_d__to fullow the
economic businesses practices of a country in Southeast Asia," she says. "I
recall covering France, but one fellow was researching Hong Kong and I
remember hearing about the free port and the laissez-faire attitude of the
government. So that's where I may have gotten my first interest."
After graduating from JMU, McDougall studied French and Freach
history at the Sorbonne in Paris, then returned to her native Ottawa to do
research fur a member ofParliament in the House ofCommons. In 1987, she
went to Korea and to earn her MBA from Yonsei Univ~ty in Seoul "Korea's Harvard," McDougall says ofYonsei. Today she speaks English,
French and limited Korean, with some understanding of Japanese and
Cantonese, and is a dual citizen of the United States and Canada.
At a young age, McDougall says she was introduced to t:}te workings of
the business world. Her older brother, who now owns and operates a
successful computer company in Canada, was very entrpreneurial while the
two were growing up, McDougall says.
"He would always have some sort of small business like selling soft
drinks at sporting events, or a show cleaning service and even a private school

newspaper," she says. "My sister and
I would help take care of the administration and finances."
An additional influence on
hasbeenherfather'scareer. Ala
bydegree,McDougall'sfatherrunsa
well-established financial and rtgulatory consulting finn.
A furmer varsity tennis p
•
at JMU, McDougall has been winning points since she made the lllOYC
to the Far East in 1987.
Shortly before she began
working toward her MBA at Yonsci,
McDougall got her first brtak designing and writing international ads
for the Hyundai motor company.
"I think in the beginning I was
quite surprised by the responsibilities I was given because I was creating and doing ads for international
magazines like Time and Newsweek and that was quite an amazing accomplishment so early on," she says.
After six months with Hyundai came a year-long stint with Daewoo
Securities, Korea's largest brokerage house. At Daewoo, McDougall was
responsible for researching and editing financial reports in English for
securities publications.

society~

Actapting to the Korean
a major adjustment, McDougall
says, but one she maintains helped her in the long run.
"Seoul is a huge city of 10 million people and you could walk along the
streets all day and not see another white face," she says. "But in a way, being
different really helped me because I was an oddity. People would see me and
wanted to meet me. They wanted to know why I was there and to hear my
viewpoint on things. It really helped me establish business contacts."
McDougall says the language was not much ofa barrier because in the
mid- to upper-levels of business, everything is conducted in English.
"Most ofthe businessmen have some sort ofEnglish background," she
says. "Many have gotten their doctorate degrees in the States. Not being able
to speak fluent Korean was not a problem fur business. For everyday survival
with shopkeepers and taxis though, basic Korean was essential."
. After completing her MBA in 1989, McDougall decided the time was
right to make a move.
"I came (to Hong Kong) after I finished my degree because it is the
financial center of Asia and it's very easy to get a job here without initially
having a work visa. Other places in Asia there is a lot of red tape and it's
completely difficult. Also, because my MBA was Asian-flavored, it was
logical to put that background experience to work by coming here. I felt
that companies that wanted to get into trading in Korea could use my
Korean experience and contacts and the best place to do that would be in

Hong Kong. I also hoped to
learn about other nearby
countries in Asia since Hong
Kong is so central."
McDougall says she had
little trouble adapting to life in
Hong Kong because, unlike
Korea, Hong Kong is more of
an international crossroads and
a cultural melting pot.
"Because there is so much
racial diversity here, it's easy to find
your own niche. People know what
you are going through because they
have been there themselves, and
they are very helpful in establishing
business contacts for you,"
McDougall says. "The average stay
for expatriates is from two to five
years, so you tend to make friends
fast. If you were to go to a big city
likeNewYorkor Paris, people aren't
goingtocareverymuchaboutyou."
McDougall was hired in
Hong Kong by Japanese-run
Nomura International (now the

the move to Nomura and is grateful to the company for having trained her as
a sales trader when she had no formal experience, she says Nomura and other
Japanese employers are a bit tight with the buck.
"Since I've left, there have been three other non-Japanese team members
that have also left," she says. "Japanese are well-known for not being
particularly high payers- not that money is a big motivator for me- but
they generally pay half the industry average. That deters you from putting in ·
a 13- or 14-hour work day when you know you could go somewhere else and
get a little more."

To balance her profi:ssionallifi:, McDougall says she plays a lot o;golf
(having met the College of Business' Dr. David Holt quite by accident on a
Hong Kong golf course) as well as tennis and squash and is a member of a
women's touch rugby team and a women's field hockey team. Because most
people live in small apartments in high rise buildings, they tend to spend most
of their time outside their homes. McDougall says the sports she plays are a
necessary release from the crowded, high-pressure society of Hong Kong.
"Socially, Hong Kong is extremely active- from business entertaining,
to social dinner parties with friends, club functions or events- Hong Kong
offers a bit of everything."
Three months before her 30th birthday though, McDougall finds
herself at a crossroads in her career. After taking a long vacation over the
latter half of the summer, she is weighing offers between two major
brokerage firms. While the specifics ofthe two jobs are different, McDougall
says both would keep her in Hong Kong and give her the opportunity to
advance to the level of assistant vice president.
"The first one, a London-based firm, would be basically the same
thing I was doing before except soley having the responsibility for Korean
markets. The second, an Asian firm, would have more to do with the
corporate finance side, and also some direct investment in the regional
countries." McDougall says.
A third option, one which McDougall says she researched while back in
Canada and has been thinking of for quite some time, is to start her own
business. She says it is not at all uncommon for young American or Canadian
entrepreneurs to achieve "amazing" success in Asian markets.
"If you have an idea, something that sells in the U.S. and Canada, and
it is not yet here, odgs are that it will sell bece. And the markets here are growing
extraordinarily evezy day- literally evezy day another building goes up."
Under he1: new com~ c~ed Emmie lnt.c:rnationa\, he1: ~:an \s. t.o uke
on Canadian and American companies -as clients and introduce tN.\t \)tOOUcts
into the Far Eastern markets for a commission. While she says she'd ratN.r not

McDougall, outside
Hong Kong's Exchange
Square (above and top),
Is contemplating her
next career move. Most
certainly It will Include
starting her own
business, either as a
sideline or the focal
point of her career.

world's largest securities company) as a sales trader or broker covering
institutional accounts.. Nomura, McDougall says, has branch offices in
almost every major city in the world. During her stay at Nomura from
November of 1989 to this past July, she was primarily responsible for
. establishing and maintaining a client base worth millions of U.S. dollars
among Hong Kong institutional and regional country funds accounts for
Indonesia and Hong Kong equities. She also traded to a minor extent in
other regional marketS such as Thailand, Singapore and Australia.
. "I would have to.talk to'my counterpart at other (Nomura) offices and
create interest and make. reccomendations or keep them up to dai:e on the
Indonesian market," Mcpougall says. "In turn, they would tum around and
talk to their clients and sell' them on my reccomendations for trading.
Ultimately, orders would be put in through me to execute in the market.
McDougall says she was surprised at the level of responsibility she
was able to accumulate in a short period oftime.Afterworkingat Nomura
for only a fi:w months, she was able to advance to the level of senior
manager. Stereotypes depicting the Southeast Asian busine5s world as
being male-dominated are essentially true, she says, but her unique status
helped open doors.
"There really aren't too many foreign females under 30 that are
interested in business here," McDougall says. "It's really a matter of survival
of the fittest; there isn't too much discrimination- as long as you produce."
She left Nomura in July because she says the management of her
particular team was poor and the firm had a system in which Japanese
employees were promoted before foreigners. Although she does not regret

go into specifics about her products ("ideas are stolen all sorts of ways," she
say$), McDougall maintains the only thing slowing her down is the extra
financing needed to get off the ground.
Even ifshe does take a job with one ofthe firms, McDougall says she will
likely continue to pursue her independent interests. Since moving to Hong
Kong, McDougall says her entrepreneurial spirit has been fanned by the
capitalist attitude of the society.
"Everyone is constantly thinking about creating and expanding business," she says. "When you meet someone, you're always thinking, 'well, that
person might be able to help me with business or know someone who can.' The
atmosphere is very conducive to doing business, it rubs offon you after a while
and is a big motivator."
·
As a result, McDougall says Asian businessmen are extremely aggressive.
"A lot of the countries I have been in have historically been at war and
have been colonized by other countries. Now they are free so they have only
to depend on themselves for their development," she says. "So presently, it is
as ifthe lid has been taken off ofsomething and the pressure has been released
to the point where now they are responsible for their own success. It's a very
populated and condensed country here. Any time you have that many people
and those types of attitudes, there is going to be a great deal ofcompetition."
McDougall says the competitive spirit is nurtured in most Asians early
on in their education.
"The educational system over here is very rigid and is much more
competitive than you would find in the U.S. and Canada or even in Europe,"
she says. "The students study very hard, and those early-formed attitudes about
studying and getting ahead and beating out your neighbor -those attitudes
are transformed into the business world when they graduate."
Fostered by a lack of government restraint,. Hong Kong has thrived as a
center for business. There are no import or income taxes, cost of capital is
cheap, and Hong Kong is located at an international shipping crossroads.
"Iri short, a businessman's paradise," McDougall notes.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 30
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the
'88 alum starts out
small and caters to an
untapped clientele

By Paul Arrington ('91)
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ITH A $6,000 LOAN, A LITTLE
encouragement and large dose of instinct,
Rita Scales-Modi ('88) has found herself an ideal
personal and professional niche;. Not too stressed,
not too harried, but successful and exciting.
In the sleepy old Virginia town of Farmville, ScalesModi owns and operates the 3-year-old fashion boutique
Head to Toe . She is her own boss and has time to spend with
the newest addition to her family, 4-month-old Milan. She
answers _only to her customers and the bottom line, both of
which have been kind to her.
In her first year, Scales-Modi grossed more than five
times the amount of her start-up loan. She doubled her first
year's take in her second year, and her sales grew again by
another halfin her third year. She expects the busiriess to make
at least as much by the end of 1991 .
Without a speck ofmarketing research, Scales-Modi has
cornered a previously untapped market. The boutique caters

to blacks, who traditionally had to drive to .Richmond or
· Lynchburg for fashion finds . She relies on a knack for what
clothes look good and a knowledge of what other shops
don't offer.
Scales-Modiismatter-of-fuctabouthersuccessanddoesn't
seem to take herself too seriously. As with any entrepreneur,
continued growth and profitablity remain a serious goal, but
she's taking it slow.
Her relaxed attitude fits right into Farmville, a town
whose Type A personalities were dominant much earlier in
the century. Today the town straddles the new and the old,
with red brick factory buildings, many abandoned, and the
more modem intrusions of fast food joints and a strip of
trendy, slate -gray shopping centers .When Head toToe opened
in June 1988, Scales-Modi was cautious and her store small.
Very small.
"It was more like a hut, really," Scales-Modi laughs now
when she recalls it. On $6,000 credit, she really didn't have

much choice. Of that, she only spent 54,000.
Head to Toe started out as a children's store. Within a
month her grown-up customers began requesting clothing
for themselves. So many requests came over the next few
months that Scales-Modi found that she had changed the
focus of her business.
"The store went within about six months to mainly
children's and ladies' clothing," she says. Then men started
requesting clothes for themselves. By Christmas 1988, Head to
Toe had grossed more than five times the amount of her loan.
Over the next two yeatS, Scales-Modi listened to her
customers' requests, gradually increasing the store's inventory.
In September 1990, Scales-Modi moved from her
"hut" into a larger store in the same shopping center.
"I was just outgrowing the store," she says "I had stuff
packed everywhere."
When she moved the store, she set a goal to increase her
inventory by three times, a goal she says she has met.
This year, she is planning to do a little better than last, but
her groSs income probably won't make "as big of a jump
because of the economy."
"I think the key of the success is, I gear my products to
people of ethnic backgrounds ... basically blacks," she says.
There's "just a basic difference" between the apparel whites and
blacks wear, she says. "We dress differently, we want to dress up
a little more maybe than other races do."
Before she opened, she says, local blacks were driving to
Richmond and Lynchburg to buy'their clothes. "There was
really nothing here for the average black person," she says.
"That was a niche that wasn't being filled." While there were
plenty ofclothes stores in Farmville, they were more focused to
"upper middle-class people or the college set" at nearby
Hampden-Sydney and Longwood.
To hear Scales-Modi explain things, it's easy to assume that Head To Toe's growth has been nearly effortless,
having grown like one ofthose sunflowers in the gardens by the
Appomattox. She doesn't spend hours at fashion shows. She
doesn't belong to any trade organizations. She doesn't buy
marketing research or advertising. Most ofher buying decisions
are based on her customers' requests and her own intuition for
what her customers want.
But as any entrepreneur will say, a well-defined target
market all by itself won't earn a salary. Scales-Modi looks back
on three years of devotion to her business. "You know," she
says, as if thinking about it for the first time, "I didn't do
anything (else) my first year ofbusiness," she says. "I never had
a weekend off for the first 2-1/2 years of having this store."
Running a business is not like schoolwork, she says,
where "you work hard and study and it usually pays off." No
matter how hard the owner works, "people don't have to
buy from you. You can decorate and do everything and they
-still don't have to buy, so you have very little control, really,
over your sales."
Her most discouraging times carne right after she started,
when customers had been so scarce she considered closing. "It
was a little bit slow the first rew months," she says. People didn't
know I was here, they didn't really care that I was here." She
even doubted people thought there was much in the store. "It
didn't look like a store; it just looked like a little hut."
The self-described utopian doesn't see people in terms of
their skin color. But when she's pressed, Scales-Modi admits
that the ethnic orientation ·of her business has its drawbacks.
While blacks feel <;omfortable in her store, most whites and even
other minorities ·do not. "A lot of times, I'll have white
customers who walk in, look at me and walk right out. And
that happens quite often."
Scales-Modi says most potential white customers "stop
when they see me sitting at the counter. That's a red light right
there. They don't even give your store a chance. You just sit
back and wonder, why1 Why is this happening/"
In a few minutes, she answers the question herscl£ "I just
feel that when people come in they fuel a rear." She says she has
no animosity toward people of any color. "I would treat them
as nicely as I'm talking to you now." She also points out that

"I don't want

probably because she comes from a
successful fumily. Her mother, Betty,
has been a schoolteacher and her father, Robert, is a retired school principal. Both have their master's.
"They still don't forget where
they came from," she says. "That's
the way I want to be and that's what
I try to be."
But Scales-Modi says she draws
most of her inspiration from her
grandmother, who died in 1980at88.
"She helped to raise us," Rita remembers. "She was really ahead ofher time
with the things she'd do."
Mary Gilliam is a story unto
hers~lf. She was born only three
decades after slavery had been
abolished and put herself through ·
college when higher education was
considered "upi?ity."
She endured criticism and ostracism from her fumily and other blacks
who felt that college was also a waste
of time since a black person could get
a good job pulling tobacco. Instead,
Mary was a teacher. She also had the
initiative to get a divorce and later paid
for construction of her own house.
So for Mary's granddaughter,
striking out on her own was natural. A
morerecentmotivatorfor Scales-Modi
was a JMU entrepreneurship class
taught by Dr. David Holt.
"That class really just sparked
something in me to go ahead and give
it a tty," she says. "I said even in my

most of the clothing she has could be worn by
anything to take away
the time I have with
anyone. "I mean, who doesn't like the Chicago
my child, my husband
Bulls or the Raiders," she asks referring to the sports
and my parents,,.
high school yearbook that I wanted to
tees on the rack.
says Scales-Modi, above
own my O'lm businc.s.s, but I always
with her son, Milan_
Scales- Modi insists running her own business
thought it'd be mote alon'i, the \ines
"Ute•s ~oo short. rea\\'Y-"
is less stressful than working 9-to-5 for r.omeone
of a beauty r.a\on.''
else. Much of the advantage comes from having a
She married into a dan of business
business in a small town, rather than in a large city. She
owners, which continues to provide encouragement and supadmits there is more potential for profit in a city like Richport. Her husband, Sunil Modi, owns a store in the same
mond, but "then you have the £ear of theft, the rear of
shopping center, and her sister-in-law owns a jewelry store
shoplifters, expert shoplifters," she says. "I don't worry about
nearby. She describes her father-in-law as a "jack of all trades"
shoplifters. We have a few, but they're not'like experts. You
who owns hotels and travels extensively.
can catch them, no problem."
She understands that bigger business can mean bigger
three years in business, Scales-Modi has no reheadaches, and big revenues don't necessarily mean big profits.
grets about owning Head To Toe. "Ifyou work hard and keep
"I can do some things out here that probably I could not
your store looking nice, and offer the people what they want,
get away with in a major city," she admits. During her three
you can make a pretty good living."
years of business, Scales-Modi has advertised three times by
And, with a little prudence, you can give yourselfdays off.
radio and newspaper without demonstrable results. Her ads_are
"Ireallydidn'tworkduringthelastmonthofmypregnancy,and
the clothes she sells, worn by her customers, who spread
that's no problem. On a job, you can't just say, 'Well, I'm going
to take two months off and if y'all don't like it ... "
information by word-of-mouth.
The difference between the two life styles is crucial
Anoth~r small-town advantage is low overhead. She's
able to run her shop with the help ofone employee, whom she
to Scales-Modi.
"I don't want anything to take away the time I have with
considers more of a friend.
my
child,
my husband and my parents," she says. "lire's too
Though she doesn't run the big-city risks, Scales-Modi
short, really, to get wrapped up in things," she says.
still gets a regular taste of big-citY excitement. She orders most
"It's not stressful," Scales-Modi insists. "Sometimes you
of her inventory from suppliers in New York, traveliilg to the
worry, but basically, once you get established and have what the
city about every other month. It's important for her to see the
merchandise since her purchases are based mostly on instinct.·
people want, they come in the door."
In the late 1980s, when the business world began to suffer
"I have a sense ofwhat goes together," she says. She has a good
from
recession,
Scales-Modi started out modestly. During her
idea now about what her customers like and dislike.
three years in business she has had the good sense to not let Head
to Toe overextend itself.
travel has been somewhat curtailed by the arrival
Scales-Modi says she doesn't have a grand plan for the
ofher infant son, but Scales-Modi says she can live with that for
future. "It takes time and money just to center on the lines
a little while. "Basically," she says, "the business runs itself."
that I have right now," she says. "I've spent a lot to get this
Her biggest challenge, she says, is keeping up with
store the way it is, and I'll have to spend a lot more to get it
trends. She may see an outfit in a rap video. Ifshe can't get the
the way I want it to be."
style until six months later, she's lost out on the fad. Oothing
trends last about six months, she says.
If Scales-Modi seems comfortable with success, it's
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With high expectations
and real-world lessons,
Hal Teer sells students on
themselves
By Pam Brock
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TEILDR.HALTEERYOU
want to bounce an idea offhim, and .
this associate marketing profi:ssor is
ready to play.
"That's a great idea," he exclaims, his voice hopping an octave
in the process.
"Or-," he pauses to put his
thought into words, "what if ..."
And he's off.
Teer navigates students and
their ideas through a series of"what
ill" and "how abouts" so decep-

tively free-associative in their flow that students
start to believe what Teer believes -that anything is possible.
His students have dubbed him "Dr.
Enthusiasm," mostly because of the rub-off
quality of his attitude. But the nickname, one
suspects, might also poke just a little bit of
fun at the sunny philosophy that's wrapped
up in Teer's clean-cut looks.
In these days of cynics and shrinking markets Teer displays all those wholesome qualities
that,could get someone with less sawy slugged in
the boys' room or backstabbed in the board room.
He's happy, nice, caring, helpful, honest,
positive and hard working. .
And he's catching - the marketing
department's own Dale Carnegie, Billy Graham
and L. Ron Hubbard rolled into one.
"I'm an absolute optimist," Teer says in his
smooth Louisiana accent. "I can't see being any
other way. I can play the devil's advocate. But I'm
upbeat. You'll very seldom catch me down. It
doesn't accomplish anything. No one wants to be
around a grouch."
This Mr. Can-Do-and-So-Can-You, however, takes his teaching seriously.
Teer knows how tempting it is to get carried
away on the power of positive thinking and forget
to think. During his brainstorming sessions, Teer
prods students and their ide~ through a maze of
self-scrutiny and reality tests.
"O.K.," Teer asks, "What do you want to
accomplish?" He goes on to ask those picky, ficky
little marketing questions that are the diffi:rence
between a great idea and a successful enterprise:
What is your product or your service? Who is
your market? Why would anyone want to buy
your product?
Students walk away from these one-on-one
or small-group sessions with something feasible,
actionable aiid achievable. And throughout this
process, Teer, the students and their ideas haven't
lost their juice.
In the mid '70s, Teer used these talents and
skills to sell medical products for Johnson &
Johnson. He was so successful so quickly that the
managers there were grooming him for the top. As
promotions and high-level positions were being
pushed at him, Teer looked straight in the fuce of
the Ameriean Dream and decided he wasn't qualified to move up.
Instead, Teerwent for his MBA at Mississippi College. He had a promise
from the company that when he'd finished, he'd have a job to come back to.
"I never went back," he says.
After completing his master's and while he was contemplating his next
move, Teer recalled a professor who had given him some extra time and
encouragement.
"I decided to give teaching a try because that guy meant so much to
me," Teer says.
When_he began teaching accounting and economics at Hinds Junior
College, that was that. The way Teer saw it, he could sell products or sell
students on themselves. The choice was easy.
"I said, 'this is.what I want to do. This is it.'"
Teer pooh-poohs the plaques and awards on his office wall. "What I'm
proud of," he says, "is my ability to get students to push their boundaries and
believe in themselves.
"When I was their age I didn't believe in myself," he says. "I get
pleasure and satisfaction seeing students grow. I encourage students to
push beyond what they perceive as their own limitations. I push them to
... grasp opportunities."
Under Teer's mentorship and example, students have done just that.
For each of the last 10 semesters, a JMU student .has been one of 25
students nationwide to be selected to attend the Direct Marketing Collegiate
Institute on scholarship. Based on students' applications, Teer has chosen the

most qualified srudent and then helped the srudent rewrite the
application for submission to the institute's sponsor, the Direct
Marketing Educational Foundation.
Teer also advised an independent srudy in 1989 by three
students who entered DMEF's nationwide Direct Marketing
Echo Competition. The students competed against 150 student teams and brought home the Collegiate Gold &ho Award
along with $27,000 in awards and prizes. According to the
College of Business' dean, Dr. Bob Holmes, it may have been
the biggest monetary award a JMU student team had ever won.
In the same competition last year, another group ofTeer's
srudents placed second overall 3.11Q first in creativity.
The time Teer commits to his. students in the form of
shot-in-the-arm confer~ces, independent projects and extra-help meetings doesn't fit into a typical class-scheduleand-office-hours day.
He has sponsored student projects through ]MU's Small
Business Institute; established Mu Kappa Tau, the national
marketing honor society for students; and helped design an
advanced course on how to select and utilize analytical and
presentation software in marketing studies.
Today he advises the Graduate Business Association and
continues to acquire industry gifts of the latest marketing
software and hardware, then spends hours learning them and
integrating their applications into his courses.
LettersfromalumniandstudentsthankingTeerfor7am.
breakfasts and evening, Saturday and Sunday meetings indicate
he leaves very little time for himself. Yet Teer can boast of the
most understanding of spouses, Dr. Faye Teer, who puts in
plentyofher own overtime as the COB's assistant dean.
"If you enjoy your job and enjoy what you're domg,
you don't mind spending the extra time," Teer says. "The
commitment, hopefully, tells students that I care about and
believe in them."

.A,parcntly, srudents have gotten the message.
In his six years at JMU, Teer has consistently amassed
one of the highest student ratings in the College ofBusiness'
faculty evaluations.
He has also received the COB's student-sponsored Out·
standing Faculty Member Award; the campus-wide Outstand ·
ing Faculty Adviser award sponsored by the Office of Student
Activities; and was nominated for the JMU -wide Distinguished
Teaching Award in 1991. Teer wasn't eligible for the award
because he hadn't yet put in five full years at JMU.
Teer also was awarded the COB Executive Advisory
Council's Business Community Service Award for starting and
developing JMU's Center for Retailing three years ago.
JMU's retailing center, one of seven on college campuses nationwide, was established to create a better JMU
education in retailing and a better understanding of the
industry ·among students.
"Most people don't know what retailing is," Teertold 'IjJe
Breeze. "They think ofsomeone being a clerk behind a checkout
counter. That's totally wrong."
As director, Teer spent hours writing proposals, traveling
and convincing large retailers to become partners in the center,
which, unlike others, is student· rather than research-oriented.
When he gave up his directorship last spring, Teer left
the center on firm financial footing because of five $25,000
partnership commitments from large department store and
discount retailers.
The JMU-industry partnership brings in top retailers,
such as the CEOs ofWal-Mart and Circuit City, as class and
campus lecturers and encourages retailers to recruit on campus.
The benefits for students are more career opportunities and
internships, which provide hands-on experience in the field.
In Teer's marketing research class, it's more of the same
haflds-on flavor as students take on real-world projects for realworld clients.
The class'is divided into five teams, each ofwhich takes on
a marlcetillg research study for a client from the local business
community. Many of these clients are directed to Teer by
JMU's Small Business Development Institute.

Today Teer has the
class review a student
project from a previous semester (minus the students'
names) and the raw data
perceive
on which it was based. And
at the same time, he plants
some pretty obvious clues
about what he expects from
his students.
"What grade would
you give this project?" Teer asks. After a bit of hemming
and hawing, the majority of the class answers "C."
"A 'C ?'" Teer echoes, then swallows a smile. "O.K,
let's go through the printout ofthe raw data and the interpretation part of the project. 'Then at the end ofclass, I'm going
to ask you again....
"What," he asks, "was the first error that caught
your eye?"
That's an easy one: "The percentage on Line 6
is wrong."
"Why?" Teer prompts.
"They included some survey respondents they
shouldn't have ."
"Right," Teer says. "Then, what does that tell you about
all the statistics that follow?"
"They're wrong, too ... ," the students answer.
"The diflerence, then, between this report's statistics
and what they should have been," Teer says, ~is from 2
percent to 60 percent . ... "

"A year later it's still in
business," Teer says. "We
saved that individual and jobs
for the community."
Before the st udent
teams ever take on their
projects, Teer has already
spent hours with each client
paving the way, making sure
the clients' objectives are
appropriate, realistic and
challenging for his students to undertake. Yet he leaves it to
the students to determine how to respond to the clients'
needs with a feasible project.

I l l encourage students to
push beyond what they
as their own
limitations. I push them to
grasp opportunities.''

Ler continues prodding students through the
report, questioning statements and numbers throughout
the hour-plus class.
"look on the top ofpage 35," h~ says. "It says that 75
percent ofthe respondents said that they had heard about this
business. look farther down, in the last paragraph. Here the
report says, these data reflect the need for more advertising.
"From what you've learned about the business world
andnamcra:ognition,"''Teerasks, "dothcsestatisticssuppon

this ·conclusion?"'
Teer gets an emphatic "no" in response.
Thinking may seem like a fundamental requirement for
college students, but Teer wants to drive home the point.
"I tell them, 'I don't want you to be parrots or give
it back to me from the book. I want you to be able to use
it'and apply it,'" he says. "I tell them to be skeptics and to
not take everything at face value. I want them to be able to
spot bad marketing research and avoid doing bad market·
ing research themselves.~
At the end of class, Teer again asks what grade the
project deserved, and the majority of the class then re·
sponds "D or F."
"What grade did you give~" a student probes.
Teerswallowsanothersmile. "Youhaveanadvantageand a disadvantage. You got to critique their project. They had
test scores to bring their grades up." Teer draws a fine line,
evidently, between setting standards ofexcellence and issuing
a challenge for students to set their own.
This semester, Teer is experimenting again with his
marketing research course, basing the semester grade only on
the team projects, students' evaluations of their team members and class participation.
For these projects each student team confers with its
client, creates a proposal, designs a survey, gathers and
interprets data and writes a final report of its conclusions. The
final report is presented to Teer, the client and, when applicable, the Small Business Development Center.
In previous semesters, students have been able to pro·
vide clients with recommendations and reliable data to back
them up. Based on the results of one of these projects, a
local business that was on the verge ofbankruptcy was able
to redefine its target market and sigcificantly increase the
number of its customers.

There are risks involved, as Teer's class critique indicates.
"I eat a little cr~wifthe project doesn't come outright,"
Teer says. "When I talk with the client, I really promote my
students and what they're capable of. I tell clients, and this is
true, that they'd end up paying at least $5,000 for a consultant
to do the same level of work. But out of, let's see, 25 projects,
only two have turned out to be unsatisfactory."
In those cases, and if there's time, Teer gives the project
back to the students to rework.
"I tell them it's unacceptable and they have to tum in
acceptable work to pass," he says.
In the case ofthe project the class critiqued, "I didn't catch
the errors in time for the students tq redo the project," Teer
says. "I went back and corrected all the numbers and met with
the client again myself."
In most cases, however, a project doesn't get far off track.
Teer has built in safeguards. ·
"I encourage students to ask questions about anything
they're not sure of," he says. "I make myself available and I try
to give good guidance and direction."
He also closely monitors the progress of the projects,
setting deadlines at diflerent phases ofthe projects and having
studenrs evaluate the others in their group along the way.
wr\v:. \)roJett ~ cri~ed \n dw;. -ptoceeded ~on~ iine
until the last week of the pm}ect, when it came to the inte~
tation of the data,"' he says. "The students had done all the work

and done it well. 'They erred on the interpretation of the
statistics and made some careless conclusions. But they were
very serious errors. When the .final results are off by as much as
60 percent, that can make a big difference to a business that will
make decisions based on them."
Despite the risks, Teer says, the overall quality ofstudents'
work is outstanding and has improved each semester. Through
experimentation and teaching devices such as the class critique,
Teer uses the previous semester's worlc as a basis for improvement, not a standard merely to be met the next time around.
"I think the quality gets better because I do a better job
of teaching," he says. "Hopefully, each time, I give better
direction and guidance.
"Because I'm giving no tests this semester, I believe I've
made my job harder," Teer says. "It's harder to grade totally on
a subjective basis. But what I'm hoping is, by doing it this way,
the students will buy into the project a little bit deeper."
His teaching techniques and inspiration obviously
work, but there can be GPA casualties -students who let
Teer's bright and friendly personality blind them to the
taskmaster he really is.
"I thought he liked me," protests a student whose grade
was less than expected.
As in all sales pitches, there is a bottom line. And the one
to be learned here is feeling good doesn't make the grade.
Teer expects his students to perform and perform well,
and tells his marketing research class so in his first hand-out o(
the semester: "While this may be one of the best courses you
ever take, it will also be one of the most demanding."
"But when there's a doubt," says Teer, "I will always err
on the side of the students. I don't tell them that, though."
Well, he has now.
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Thi!; fall has kicked off new programs
sponsored by the JMU Alumni Association.
I hope you took note of the materials
mailed to you CNer the past few months.
In response to requests, we've initiated a
group term life insurance program for JMU
families. We welcome your comments
concerning ways to expand our services or
to serve you better. I'm particularly proud of the first
picture essay book on JMU, scheduled for
distribution this spring. I worked closely
with photographer Ken Garrett for more
than a year capturing our beautiful
campus in all seasons. This book is a highquality piece that really does JMU justice. It
will look wonderful on your coffee table.
We want to see JMU memorabilia
everywhere. You can help our cause by
boasting a JMU license plate in Virginia or
Maryland. We've got to pull together and
beat out the Hokie fans, currently credited
with the most collegiate plates issued in
Virginia. Information on ordering JMU tags
is included in this issue.
While we're showing off our school
colors, consider JMU clothing for holiday
gifts. Our collegiate licensing program has
made the JMU logos available to retailers
throughout the country. Be sure you only
purchase JMU items displaying the official
collegiate licensing decal to assure the
logo's authenticity. A nice selection of
items is displayed in advertisements in this
issue.
~our

Th\'!. 'N:l\dct1 ~ re,.,._,...'oef '\o ~
)W\\l c.red1t Gird, whic.h beautifully

displa"f'> a picture ot Wilson Hall. Now you
c.an sign your sales rec.eipts with a JMU
pen, decorate your home or office with
your JMU diploma and a JMU brass lamp
and check the time on a JMU Seiko watch.
Be a JMU fanatic and be proud of it. Call
the alumni office at (703) 568-6234 for
ordering information on any of our
merchandising programs.
There are a number of new projects
on the alumni office drawing board. Plans
are in the works for the second edition of
a JMU alumni directory. Formalizing a
career network is a priority of the Alumni
Board of Directors. With new chapters
organizing and established chapters
recruiting ideas and volunteers, more
opportunities await enthusiastic alumni.
And one day, you'll receive JMU news in a
magazine format! We're working hard to
deliver an image and services that reflect
the excellence of this great institution.
Before I close, I want to thank all
alumni, students and administrators who
participated in our fall reunions. Those of
you who let a reunion pass you by will
never know what you have missed.
The classes of 1942, 1947 and 1952
will have their special time on our campus
throughout the weekend of April 24-26,
1992. I trust classmates of these years will
begin making plans to join us for a
• memorable Founders Weekend.

Sarah Schaeffer
Director of Alumni
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Caldwell
receives alumni
senice award
David Caldwell ('75) received this year's
Outstanding Alumni Service Award Sept. 7 during-halftime at the JMU -Central Florida football
game, the first home game of the year.
The service award is given to a graduate
who shows loyalty to JMU, supports and promotes the university and
makes an impact on alumni activities.
Caldwell, Hewlett Packard Co.'s marketing representative to
JMU, displayed his JMU loyalty when he took over the company's
JMU account. At the time when he took over the account, the
relationship between JMU and HP was rocky.
"He jumped right in and helped us and HP understand what the
problems were, garnered the resources to get them resolved, and
continues to worlc hard to ensure that JMU has access to all of the
benefits that HP has to offi:r," said Harry &if, assistant vice president.
R.cif nominated Caldwell for the award.

Reu

JMU President Ronald E.
Carrier and Board of
VIsitors Rector Danny
O'Donnell present the
Outstanding Alumni
Service Award to
David Caldwell.

Caldwell's service to JMU
has gone far and above the norm.
He nominated JMU for HP's Education High Technology award,
which JMU won. He has also arranged for numerous speakers to
present seminars on campus at no cost to JMU. Caldwell is also an
active alumnus who is seen at sporting events, summer theater and
other social and cultural events on campus.
The annual alumni awards are given each year by the JMU Office
of Alumni Relations and the JMU Alumni Association. The board
seeks nominations for the awards from alumni and university faculty
and staff.

•
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The early arrivals for the

1961 and 1966 class
reunions gather for
hospitality.

Bev Anderson ('66), left and
Jeremy Brown ('66), right
share a joke at dinner.
The class of 1961 and the
class·of 1966 line up for
class photos.

(At left) The class of 1956
renews Madison friendships.
Hospitality time conversation
(top) draws laughter from
three classmates; Jack Leffel,
left Jeanette and Ralph
Williams and Paul "Buck" Long,
right pause for a photo
(middle); classmates gather
again at the Sonner Hall
reception.

Homecoming '91
Family Affair
It was kids and food galore as the

classes of 1971, 1976, 1981 and
1986 brought their children and
celebrated their reunions at the
Glory Days picnic after the
football game during
Homecoming Weekend '91.

Festival & Tailgates
Tailgates and the Godwin
Field Festival reunited
classmates before the
Homecoming football game. a
nailbiter that the Dukes won
47-42 over Richmond. The
Marching Royal Dukes and
the aowning of Ms. Madison
1991 were halftime
highlights.
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cl·ass notes
""'

MarprctComcrKupiec is the Pittsburgh

Branch ddcgatt to the American Association of
Univenity Women Convention _in Po~,
Ore. She is also a Chapter I reading speaalist
.,;th .PiwbUigh Public Schools.

1~7
.
Gracie Lee VanDyck was inducted mto
JMU's Hall of Fame in May 1991 for her
accomplishments as a girls' high school
'basketball coach.

·~'

Johanna Lee Shallcross Bailey and her
.
husband are building a home near GrottoeS, Va.,
for their retirement in the Shenandoah Valley.

ISII

Richard A. Weakley was elected
national Ruritan president in January 1991 .

ISIC

·.

.

NallllieTtDcrBarn~taughtschooluntil

Closewlse from top left:
Dr. George P. Miller ('76),
Ralph J. Edwards ('78),
Forrest A. Parker ('84),
Ron Burke ('85),
Dawn Schlegel ('86), and
Andrea D. Lewis ('90)

1982and then becameastlffwrittrforanewspaper
until1986. She te>ides in Gallatin, Tenn., with
her husband Martin. She works with the
&publicanW~men group, the United Methodist
Women and the American Cancer Society.
Stewart Abbott Beemus taught from
1960 to 1968 . She resides in Richmond, Va.,
with her husband, Charles. They have four
children one of whom amnded JMU. She
takes ~en th graden through the Henrico
Court Systtm.
Martha Ann Morgan Boyd works in
sales and merchandising. She also worked as a
teacher. She and her husband, Robert, live in
Dumfries, Va. and have two children.
Nancy R.Brubakerworkedas the office
receptionist in a &mily business. She has four
children and three grandchildren. She resides
in Harrisonburg with her husband and
volunteen for a hospital and nursing home.
Hdene SeUncr Byrne lives in Northport,

a professional ~Ueber's organization.
Joan Kafer Gosden is a ~per.
She lives with her husband, Donald, m Bethel,
Conn. She has also worked as a ttacher and as
an office manager.
Jane Chitwood Halsey is a reti~
teacher and lives with her husband, Guy, m
Independence, Va. They have three sons ~d
one daughttr. She is regent of New River
Pioneer Chapter of the Daughten of the
American Revolution.
Jean Howard taught in Bath County
for 35 years. She lives in Hot Springs, Va.
Charlotte Anne Gutshall Hughes
worked for the FBI, the House of
Representatives and the Fede~ Elections
Commission. She has worked With the U.S.
Senatt (Veterans' Affain) since 1?82. Charlotte
has two children, one stepchild and three
grandchildren. She l~es in Gaithen~urg, Md.
Martha (Pattie) Trenary Irvm worlted·
as a therapeutic dietician and as an elementaty
school ttacher before becoming a homemaker.
She lives in Edinburg, Va., with her husband,
George, and has two children.
.
Helen Johnson Leach taught Enghsh
for 30 years in Alexandria and Fairfax schools.
She works seasonally with H&R Block doing
taxes. She and her husband, Harry, live in
Broad Run, Va. Their son graduated from
JMUin 1990.
George D. (Jack) Leffel is director of
theAittmativeLeaming Center at Harrisonburg
High School. He worked as a teacher for 33
yean and as a youth director for the par~ and
recreation department. He has two children;
both attended JMU.
Paul R. Long worked as a high school
teacherandforthe U.S.Treaswy.Heisretiredand
lives with his wife, DolottS, in Harrisonbwg, Va.
Marcia Maier Luecke is a business
manager for the Relationship Institute. She has
five children and three grandchildren.
Pamela Bond Machen is co-owner with
her husband, John, ofMobjack Nurseries. She
and John have three children and reside in

N.Y., .,;th her husband, Bill She has three
daughttn and voluntten for littracy programs.
Dorothy Groves Carr taught in Vuginia
for 32 yan before retiring in JuJy 1991 . She lives
in Wmchestu, Va., and has one son. She is also a
voluntter with Meals on Wheels.
Mary L. Carroll taughtatMcl.can High
School, in Fa.irfu: County, Va., for 30 yean.
She taught physical education, health, driver
education and coached hockey, basketball and
softball. She has received the charter inductte
into the JMU Athletic Hall of Fame. Mary is
retired and resides in Ellicott City, Md.
Alberta (Rettie) Warren Cashwell
taught school and is now retired. She lives in
Richmond, Va., and has two children.
Katherine H. Chase taught at Library
Lancasttr Primary School in Lancaster County,
Va. She resides in White Stone, Va., with her
husband, James, and has three daughttn.
JcanB.DavishasbeenernployedatWamer
Cable - CSRfor 17yan. She and her husband,
Clifford, live in Harrisonbwg, Va. They have five
children, four of whom graduattd from JMU.
She volunttcn at the hospital.
Geraldine Walker Earnmon taught
elementary school and now works with .the
Girl Scouts. She lives in McGaheysville, Va.,
with her husband, John.
Peggy Long Egertson lives in Berwyn,
Pa., and has two children.
Martha S. Foster taught seventh grade
math and was an organist and choir director in
Chesttrfield County. She has three children
and lives in Richmond, Va., with her husband.
Patsy J. Fowlkes is a ttacher in Caswell
County, N.C., and volunteen for First Baptist
Church. She has three daughten and lives in
Yanceyville with her husband.
JanctBolenGarmanhasbeenaprofessor
ofprofcssional physical educarionatEastStrasbwg
Univetsity in Pennsylvania since 1961.
Edith May Henson Good taught in
elementary and high schools during her career.
She retired in June 1991. She and her husband,
Richard, Jive in Broadway, Va. She is active in

Mobjack, Va. She worb wi!h adult.education
progruns, her cti urch..ihe Garden Club and
the League ofWomen Vottn.
.
Harriett Poinde:rtcr Muon reured
· in June 1991 after 30 yean of teaching
elementary school.
Adair IL McConnell is a training
computtr specialist lOt AARP. She has one
son. She is a conductor for the Reston Chamber
Orchestra and a music director for Encore
Playen Community Theatre.
.
Audrey O'Neil McN~tt :wor~ m
interior decorating sales. She res1des m Fa.irfu:,
Va and has one son and one daughttr.
., Sue Ann Brown Mead has worked as a
teacher and as director of the Rockbridge Area
Relief.SueArm resides in Lexington, Va., with
her husband, Otis, and their two daughttn.
She is president of the Gooden Club and
chairman of Lexington's First Antique Show.
Barbara Murphey Meharey teaches in
the Mount Lebaron School District. She has
three children and four grandchildren and lives in
Pittsburgh, Pa., with her husband, Richard.
Beverley Barden Miksch is
self-employed with Mary Kay Cosmetics. She
is the president ofCoon Rapids Medical Cen ttr
and works with AFS Intercultural Programs.
She resides in Coon Rapids, Iowa, with her
husband, Dale.
Juanita Mowles Milby is employed by
the Univenity of Virginia. She lives in Troy,
Va., with her husband, Denwood. She has
three children and three grandchildren. She is
a church missions director.
Elizabeth Burwell Bird Neale taught
in Shenandoah County Schools before retiring
in 1990. She and her husband, J. Matthews, an
insurance broker live in Mount. Jackson, Va.,
and have three cltildren, one of whom is a
JMU graduatt.
Mary Sue Nelson worked as a
management analyst for the Army and as a
special projects officer.
Delorcs(DceDee)MathenyOberisa
data entry operator for Solite Corp. in
Richmond, Va, where she lives with her
husband Donroy. She has two sons.
J ~Ann Cregar O'Toole lives in Lyme,
N.H. She is an outpatient dietitian at the
Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Centtr.
Catherine H. Padgett is a primacy
specialist at Broward Coun~ School and _is
president of Hollywood C1ty Panhellemc

Exclusive

Fountain pen and roller ball customized
with the James Madison University logo
on both the cap and distinctive box.
• Each black laquer pen is accented by
23.6 karat gold-plated trim and clip.
• The fountain pen features an
18 karat gold nib.
• Now available for the first time to our
Alumni, parents and friends.
• You can now own one of the world's
finest writing instruments.
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Association. She has two d.o.ugh~US and lives in
Hollywood, Fla., with her husband.
Shirley ll.itcnour Place lives in
Wmchestr.r, Va., with her husband, Dwain.
She is principal of Gairuboro Elemcnwy and
wu named eduatorofthe year in 1989. She
has two children and one grandchild.
Margaret (Margie} Hazel Prasoo !iYes
in Trumbul~ Conn., with her husband, Terry.
She wua tacheranda nw=yschool director
before becoming a homemalccr. She directs
weddings for her church and drives senior
citizens to appointments.
Carolyn Fay Carlan Ra.bunslty retired
from the Montgomery County (Md.) Public
School System afttr taching for 17 years. She
lives in SilverSpring with her husband, Martin.
She volunteers at the Montgomery County
Home Economics Association and the Cancer
Collection Campaign.
Jean Ann Platt Ra.esly worl::s in Prince
Georges County and resides in Silver Spring
Md. She has children who have atttndedJMu:
Judy Flora Rcubush lives in Anna
Maria, Fla., with her husband, Harry. She
taught second grade until she retired in 1988.
Jean Hamilton Roberson tmghtgrade
school. She and her husband, Daniel, live in St.
Marys, Ga., and have one son. She volunturs
at the county library.
Ann R. Rogen is now retired and lives
in Annandale, Va. She gives porcelain painting
demonstrations to senior citizens at retirement
homes throughout Fairf.u: County. She also
volunteers with Meals on Wheels and has a
f.um in the valley.
Martha Cromer Rose worked for
Eastman KodakandAmericanaNursingHome
before retiring. She and her husband, Don
live in Orlando, Fla., and have one son and on~
d.o.ugh~r. She volun~ers for Meals on Wheels.
Rita Ritchie Scale resides in
Charlotttsville, Va., with her husband, Dan, a
phy~cian. They have two children. She taught
mUSIC before she managed the &roily business
and became a homemaker.
Carolyn Hale Shank and her husband
an: both retired and live in Harrisonburg, Va.
She taught school and wori.ed for Shank
Bevczage Co. Inc. She plays in the church
handbell choir.
Barbara W. Shenk taught business at
Luray High School for 32 years. She lives in
Luray, Va., with her husband, Gary.
Cornelia Lawrence Snider lives in
Lexington, Va., with her husband. She retired
from Rockbridge County Schools last year.
She has three children.
Phyllis Sawyer Tatem was a counselor
in Norfolk Public Schools bef<>R retiring in
June 1991. She lives in Norfolk, Va., with her
husband, Albert. She is a personal image
consultant and an adjunct assistant professor
at Old Dominion University.
Jane Thompson is a computer
coordinator/business instructor at Solano
Community College. She lives in Oakland,
Cali£, with her husband.
Shirley Ann Brown Todd taught fOr 32
years befOre becoming the director of guidance
fOr an in=ediate school in Mci..can, Va.
Olga K. Vance resides in Richmond,
V a. She worl::s for the personnel department at
the University of Richmond. She has three
children, two of whom atttnded JMU. She is
a fund wori.er for heart and cancer n:scarch.
Sarah Munday Walker taught
elementary school for 30 years in Fairfax
County. She lives in Alexandria, Va. She is a
sta~ officer of the Grand Chap~r of Virginia
Order of Eastern Star. She has two children
and four grandchildren. She worl::s with Fairf.u:
County &tired Teachers.
Peggy H. Waring lives in Fort Pierce,
Fla. She taught school at various times during
her career. She has four sons, one of whom
at:ttndedJMU.
Ann Pugh Watson was an English
teacher and a librarian for Henrico County
Schools for 33 years before retiruig. She and
her husband, Paul, live in Richmond, Va.
Barbara Stegall Wilkinson is a
supervisor for E.I. DuPont. She has one son.
Carol ShufilebargerWilliams and her
husband, Bob, live in Kingsport, Tenn., and
have two children. She was a sccrewy at
Tennessee Eastman Co. before becoming a
homemaker. She volunteers at the &d Cross,
the hospital and Meals on Wheels.
Jeannette Ralph Williams taught high
school and college and is a retired professor
and department chair of Piedmont College.
She and her husband, Albert, have three
children and live in Fredericksburg, Va. She
volunteers with her church.
Barbara L. Williamson and her
husband, S~phen, live in Nashville, Tenn. She
works at Vanderbilt University in uni'Yl:rsity
relations. She has one d.o.ugh~r. Shevolun~ers
at the Monroe Harding Home.
MaryByrd Hoffman Wood worked for
the U.S. Information Agency as chiefofpolicy
and procedures and as chief of construction
and engineering before retiring.
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. PatriciaEvansBowlesrunsamodeling
and unage school in Northern Vtrginia.
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MargieVcstCahillisamari.eting~

for Appalachian Power Co. She lives in
Roanob;Va. She voluniCClS as a 4-H Qub
leader, specializing in aaMti.es related toclo!hing
and fashion, and electric and energy projects
Sandn Umbcrp Cobb is a librarian
at Gildc.rsleeve Middle School in Newport
News, Va. During the summer of 1991 she
was also on the faculty of Old Dominion
University. She resides in Hampton with her
husband, Gerald, and two children. In 1991
SandrareceivedtheTeacheroftheYearAward.
Janet GarberDcl!rosseworks with the
elderly at Plymouth Harbor. She lives in
Sarasota, Fla., with her husband, Thomas Sr.
She has three children. She volunteers at St.
Vmcent de Paul.
Nora Fouke Durham worl::s for Sears,
Roebuck and Co. She has taught English at
both junior and senior high schools. She and
her husband, John, have two children and
reside in Wmston Salem, N.C.
Sarah Lindsey Etheredge is a teacher
in Brevard County, Fla. She and her husband,
T.G., live in Titusville with their children.
Sheila Rabe Giglio was assistant
managerin theemployeescafeteriafor DuPont
Co. in Richmond, Va., before becoming a
home~aker. She and her husband, !Uymond,
who IS a service manager for Illinois Bell
Telephone Co., live in Crete, Dl.,and have five
children. Sheila works with a neighborhood
environmental group.
Faye Mims Grimes is a medical
assistant. She is the PTA president and serves
on the Henrico Community Council. She has
two children and lives with her husband, Bill
in Richmond, Va.
'
Alma Brown Hall is English
department chairman for Salem High School
in Vuginia Beach. She and her husband, Jim,
live in Portsmouth,Va.,andhaveoned.o.ugh~r.
Lydia Mae Frame lnfeld worl::s for a
child and adolescent psychiatrist. She has two
d.o.ugh~rs and resides in San Antonio, Texas.
Dorothy Ann Lambert Johnson is a
French/Spanish teacher for Fairf.ax County
Public Schools. She received an .AATF
scholarship for study in France in July 1990.
Sheandherhusband, William('67},ateacher
live in Manassas, Va. They have two daughters~
Belle Jordan Landrum is self·
employed, directing a children's choir in
Evanston. She recently traveled to Vilnius,

CloseUp
Burgers and teens go .
hand in hand, everyone
knows that. For Gilbert T.
Bland (77), however, both
burgers and teens are a
constant part of life.
Bland, 36, co-owns the
6-year-old Tymark Enterprises Inc. with California
Angels outfielder Dave
Winfield. While Winfield devotes much of his time to baseball
Bland operates Tymark's 17 Burger King restaurants in
'
Hampton Roads and Northern Virginia. He added nine of
those restaurants in October.
·
That international franchisers like Burger King have long
waiting lists of prospective buyers willing to shell out at least
$200,000 and as muth as $500,000 per restaurant gives some
indication of Bland's extraordinary business success.
Although Bland is a serious businessman, inside he's still
a kid at heart. Bland spends his free time working with the
Hampton Roads Black Achievers Program, a YMCA-sponsored
activity that promotes academic and career goals for high
school students. Bland and his wife, Rita, who also 'NOrks with
Tymark. have two children of their CNVn- Robbie, 6, and
Allison. 4.
"Gil is an extraordinary man. • says Catherine Williams,
director of the Hampton Roads Black Achievers Program. "He
is extremely dedicated to helping black youth and young
adults in such areas as education and academic growth, social
adjustment and 'NOrld-of-work preparation. He is a positive
role model because he practices and lives what he preaches.·
As a junior accounting major at JMU, Bland developed
his passion for entrepreneurship. After graduating from JMU,

he immediately went to Atlanta University to get his MBA and
then became a commercial lending officer tor Continental
Illinois Bank.
In 1983 he was promoted to vice president, and he
handled the business investments of several entertainers and

Lithuania, with the New Opera Chicaso U\d
visi~ Moocow and Stuttgart.

Robert C. Linton taught music for26
years in Prince William County. He now owns
•Teacher Stores" in Fredericksburg and
Manassas. He has served as president for the
Prince William Education Association and on
the V uginia Education Association Board. He
and hiS wife, Caro~ have two sons, and live in
Manassas, Va.
DoniShillingbwgMagetteisasocial
worker in Southampton County. Her past work
includes guidance direction and teaching. She
and her husband, .K.P., live in Courtland, Va.
Jane Garrett Marshall is a part·time
model for Cappa Chell and is an educational
consultant for VISions for Education. She was
the first classroom teacher and woman to be
elec~d to the National Council for Geographic
Education. She was aw:uded grants in FCPS
and is currently president of the Shenandoah
Valley Wri~rs' Guild. She and her husband,
Robert, live in Linden, Va.
Bonnie Nelson Mason is a life science
teacher in Stafford County Schools. She
volunteers at Goohen Baptist Church with her
husband, Ralph.
Joan Hixon McMenamy wori.ed with
NASA's Langley Research Cen~rin Hampton,
Va., and the Manned Spacecraft Cen~r in
Florida before becoming a homemaker. She
lives with her husband, Joe, in Dallas, Texas.
AlicediZeregaMcinickcisahomcmaker.
She !iYes in Charleston, S.C., with her husband,

assistant human resource director for the
Virginia Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services. She lives in Mechanicsville,
Va., with her husband and two daugh~rs,
both of whom gradua~d from JMU.
June Ward Smithley taught sixth and
seventh grades in Newport News for eight
years and is now a homemaker.
Nancy Cundiff Truluck worl::s part
time at the Alexandria Orthopedic
Association. She has also worked as a
~cheranda bookkeeper. She hastwochildren,
one of whom gradua~d from JMU in 1991.
Lewis A. Underwood teaches at a
Christian school and volun~ers at Winches~r
Medical Cen~r. He works on the Board of
literaeyVolunteersofAmericaandistreasun:r
ofWmchesterjFrederick County Community
Services Council.
Harriet Berkley Williams teaches at
the Central Baptist School in Richmond, Va.
She and her husband, Channing, have one
son. She also volunteers at Johnston-Willis
Hospital in Midlothian.

Thomas,andherthn:ed.o.ugh~.Shevolun~

!Or the Dolphin Scholarship Foundation and the
Navy Wlfeline ,Association.
Nancy Clements Owen is a first·grade
teacher at Carver Ele~entary School. She lives
in Richmond, Va., with her hu5band, Edward,
and their two children. She volunteers with
the L.D. Association in Richmond and the
Orton Society.
Jewell Snyder Phelps teaches reading
at Ware Elemenwy School in Staunton, Va.
She has been active on the district level of
Virginia Education Association, and has served
as president of the Staunton Education
Association. She and her husband have one
son and reside in Staunton, Va.
Katherine Davis Schear is a tacher's
aide in Roanoke County Schools. She lives in
Roanoke, Va., with her three children, one of
whom attends JMU.
Harriet Goode Smith works as·
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Joe Flory is director of~ Kentucky
University's in~tional education office. He
was re-elected president ofthe Kentucky Council
for In~onal Education in May 1991.

IKC

AnneEchlin Bright is a masterofsocial
work student at the University of Michigan
and works part time at the Cen~rfortheStudy
of Youth Policy. She is actively involved in
f~rand adoptive parenting and child we!fan:
advocacy. She and her husband, Jim, live in
Northville, Mich., with their daughter.
EleanorJayneSia~Brown worl::swith
the Vocational &habilitation Council. She
and her husband, Curtis, have one daugh~r.
John Lawrence Bryant is the minis~r
ofeducation at Mechanicsville Baptist Church.
He has served as volunteer missionary to

Tanzania, Africa. He lives with his wife,
Charlottt, in Richmond, Va.
Judy Bert Burtner works with
organizational development and has been with
the Virginia Cooperative Ex~nsion Service in
the past. She volun~ers at the hoopital.
Gail Bryant Clifford is a librarian and
compu~r instructor in Pennsylvania. She and
her husband, Curt, live in Douglassville, Pa.
Helen Fortune Duryc:a works as an
elementary counselor in Baltimore County. She
and her husband, Roy, live in Jarrettsville, Md.
Gail Wilson Eanes works with the
Children's Medical Center. She lives in
Martinsville, Va., with her husband and two
children, one of whom graduated from JMU
in May 1991. She volunteers for Citizens
Against Family Violence.
Mary Steed Sutton Ewell is a social
worker and has worked previously with the
'aging. She volunteers for the Girl Scouts. She
lives in Mansfield, Ohio.
Margan:t Ann Fake has taught atJames
Wood High School for the past 25 years. She
lives in Winchester, Va.
LconaHookcFoxisanexecutivesecrewy
of National Lutheran Secretariat. She also
volun~ as an evangelism chairperson of St.
S~hen'sl.utheranChurch.She!iYesinCameron

Park, Cali£, and is the mother of three.
SaraSpitlerFultz ~chesartinAugusta
County schools. She and her husband, Robert,
live in Staunton, Va. She flies as part of
International Organization ofWomen Pilots.
Niki Tripoloo Gliptis ~ches at Hershey
High School. She and her husband, George, live
in Hershey, Pa. She is involved in the American
Association of University Women.
Pendleton (Penny) Henley teaches at
First Presbyterian Nursery School. She and her
husband and two children live in Richmond,
Va. The oldest is a sophomore at JMU. She is
a member ofthe Children's Hospital Jr. Board,
St. Christophers Parents' Board, junior league
SUStainer and Tuckahoe Woman's Club.

athletes. This is when he met
his future partner. Winf1eld.
Tymark Enterprises was
founded in December 1985.
Bland attributes much of his
success to his education.
"If you work hard, with
education as a tool. all things
are possible,· he says.
Now Bland uses his
position to help the next
generation. His company
encourages its employees to
volunteer with the Tidewater
schools by implementing an
Adopt-A-School program.
Tymark Enterprises has adopted
more than 14 schools now.
"My folks did it for me. It's
a natural evolution of life that
we, in turn, are preparing the
next generation for leadership,·
Bland says.
Bland also explained how
many black teen-agers today a,re
giving up on education and
meaningful employment.
"I think Gil sees it as
essential that we provide
youth with a quality of life that
they're entitled to, beyond
what it might mean in the
business world, · says Albert B
"Bucky" Gornto, Jr., Chairman
of the C&S/Sovran Corp.
executive committee.
So for Bland, education
comes with the order of burger
and fries!
Excerpted by
Brookie Davis ('94) from
The Virginian-Pilot and

The Ledger-Star's Hampton

Roads Business Weekly

Elizabeth Talbot Henn:tty is an
elemenwy school teacher at Cardinal Forest
Elementary. She and her husband, Donald,
live in Annandale, Va.
Sandra Compton Jennette is a
nutritionist for Person County Health
Department. She lives in Roxboro, N.C., with
her husband, John, and two children. She
works with St. Mark's Episcopal Church.
Leila Donohue Jennings has 2l·years
work experience with the Aerospace
Corporation in El Segundo, Cali£, and with
systems engineering and cost analysis. She and
her husband, Don, live in Torrance, Cali£ with
their daughter, Robin.
Anne Ritchie Kendrick is a teacher at
Jelferson Elemenwy School. She and her
husband, Richard, live in Fayetteville, Ark.,
and have a son and a d.o.ughter who gradua~
from JMU in 1990.
Bonnie Woodford Kigc:rworks as a guidance COUD.Ilelor. Both her children aJmtd JMU.
Sandn Duffel Kinsey is a guidance
counselor at Broad Run High School in
Loudoun County. She lives in Leesburg, Va.,
with herhusband,Larry,and two children. She
hosts foreign exchange students.
Alice W"dliams Krum is a high-in=ity·
language uaining IaCher with Arlingron Public
. Schook. She is a private tutor for kindergar=ers
tjuough adults. She and her husband, Steve, have
two children.
Pamela Hoff Lowe works as a project
manager for the Venezuelan Air Defense
Command in Baltimore, Md~ She is a member
oftheAmericanBusinessWomen'sAssociation.
PamelaLarsen Mack teaches fifth grade
at Forest E!emenwy School in West Haven,
Conn. She has two .daughters. She and her
husband, George, live in Guilford, Conn. She
is the adviser for the West Haven High School
yearbook.
Joan Woods Mahal.isa teacherinFairf.a
County. She also works with mentally retarded
and learning disabled students. She and her
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subctitute teacher for Berlin Community
School and has served a1 president for Berlin
Na.ocyMyenM&MDinsocialwonu
Community School and Home Association.
with the U.S. Navy's Family Advocacy
She has fuurchildren and lives in Berlin, N.J.,
Program. She and her hust.nd, George, a
with her hust.nd. She also volunteers as a
!llYll olficer, live near the Chesapeake Bay.
summer camp counselor.
LiDda Hoffmaster Miller is a middle·
Addia Dec Jona SMxd is a fifth-grade
acbool lt.IChc.r at Eastun Mennonite High
ll:aCher in Chwclliand Flementary School in
School She and her husband, Mezyl, live in
PonstnOIIlh, Va. She aa member of Delta Kappa
Harrisonburg, Va. They have four daughters,
Gamma and A\>ha Delta Gamma and - also
one of whom gradumd fromJMU in 1990.
named tcaeher of the year fur Chwchland
Mary I>wyu Na.rdoooc is a library
Elementary in 1991. She and her husband, Dean,
media specialist for Bethany Elementaty
live in Ponsmowh and have one son.
School. In 1989 she received a scholarship for
Marcie Lanon Tepley is a teacher. She
graduate Khool. She and her hust.nd, David,
and her husband, Dale, live in Camano Island,
live in Portland, Ore.,with their three children.
Wasli., with their three children.
Nancy CaldftU Norman taught and
Naney J. Uphoff is a computer
"M>rlced in day care before she decided to stay
programmer fur IBM. Nancy has run a golf
home to raise her children, one of whom s a
league fur the IBM dub fur the last 14 years.
freshman a.tJMU. Nancy is a member of the
She is a member of the American Honiculture
PTA and the United Methodist Women. She
Society, the American Hemerocallis Society,
and her husband, Richard, live in Vugin~
the African VJOietSocietyand a bowling league.
Beach, Va. Nancy also works with the school
She lives in Raleigh, N.C.
library, the junior·highSundayschooland the
Susan Kate Wallace is employed with
Cherub Choir.
Allegheny Highlands Schools. She plays softball
Leah Sedwick Padt is employed by
and umpires youth league games.
Staunton City Schools. She Jives with her
Helen Schermerhorn Wood is a
husband and daughtu in Staunton, Va. She
resoura: ttacher involved with programs for
volun~ers with the handiapped and the
the gifted. She was named Brookland Middle
Menw Health .Association.
School's teacher of the year for the 1990-91
Jane Meredith Pairo is a librarian for
school year. She and her husband, Phin,live in
the Southeastern Library Network. She studies
Richmond, Va.
choral music in Decatur, Ga.
RamonaGaiiPtale..OOSin!OOdseMc:es.
She lives in Mount Crawford, Va., with her
ISCl
Beth .Alphin samemberofthe coaches'
husband and two chiklren. She wits the elderly.
MissyHubcnPhillipcisahomemakcr
NCM Women's FencingAII·Dec&4e -z:,eam.
in Waynesboro, Va., where she lives with her
husband, Ernie.
Liz Duncan Potter ttaches in Fairfn
Sue Fnzier, a teacher at William Byrd
County Schools.
HighSchool in Vmton, Va., received a $2,200
Janet F. Ragland teaches in Richmond
stipend from the National Endowment for the
Public Schools. She is the V trginiaAssoc~tion
Humanities to attend a four· week seminar at
of Driver F.ducationji'raflic Safety president
Gustavus Adolphus College in Minnesota.
and was awarded the VADETSTeacherofthe
Jeanne Lee Jacoly Smith received
Year Award in 1986.
doctorate in education from Kanw State
Mary Caricofe Rainey taught third
University. She is the director of publicity at
grade for 13 years in Staunton, Va., and has
McPherson College. Thsyearsheis atHokusei
two children. She and her husband, Clark, live
Gakuen University in Sapporo, Japan where
in Staunton. She volunteers atschoo~ tutoring
she is directing and teaching for the Brethren
as a roolh mother and teaching Sunday School
Colleges Abroad.
at the Christian Women's Club. She is also a
member of the Alpha Delta Kappa Hono~
Sorority for Women Educators. .
•
Juliana W. CarduUoisananimalhealth
Ratb Sandy lknalds is a fourth grade
assistant at DuPont/Metd: Pharmaceuticals
reacher at Be!Ulcy EJementaty. She and her
Co. She lives in Aston, Pa.
husbrJnd, Srrphen, hne two sons and livc in

DibmdMin Bum, Va.,lfld- three children.
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hrtlow, Va.
Cam Dlmielll

SdJu~

is a compua:r

resource teacher furArlington County Schools
U\<\ ........ od)una.'{ftO-U.~~
'\l..-......my U\<\ ~clolblon '\lnivcm~.1n

\.990 Cant. wu " pand '{>r\u w\nn<.r \n a
compu~t lam\nr, foundation contut. Shc
\NainSpt\nr,£<.\d,Va.,and hasoneda.ughter.

Sandtt Staten Smiley teaches in

~kingham County.AsamemberofVirginia

Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Sondra
serves as local treasurer. She has two children
and lives in Bridgewater,Va., with her husband.
Barbara Brooking Stoka SCIVCS as an
environmenw legal assistant for Akerman
Sentafitt & Eidson in Orlando, Fla., where .~
ft'Sides. She and her husband, Kirk, have one son.
Patricia Matthews Strong is a

Dn
KalbyWalhrR.amon reeeM:dhermaslier
of cdu<:ation in early dUidhooci ~ edu<a!ion
hom

'\Jra<h-.. <:.ollotF

\n May \.99'l.

Arlc:oe Goodspeed La.otz lives in
Houston, Taas. with her husband, .ICt:vin
and their daugh IU.
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Cynthia Brmncr, her hust.nd, Alan
('81), and their two ~n are costumed
players in •Ironclads,• a Turner EniUClinmcnt
production which aU.d on 1NTin March 1991.
Raymond C. Fcrn.ra, a Marine major
in the navy, returned from a seven·~nonth
deployment to the wes~m coast ofAfrica and
the Mediterranean Sea in April 1991. He is
stationed on the amphibious assault ship. USS
I11dmt., homeported in Norfollc, Va.
Wtllard H.Keclingis business division
chairman and assoc~te professor of business
and computer information sys~ms at Blue
R;dge Community College.
Carla Wainwright Livclyreceived her
master of administration from l.¥nchburg
College in May 1991.
Daniel P. McCauley works in
marketing for the Corporate Resource Group.
He and his wife, Diantha, live in Staunton,
Va., with their son.
George P. Miller ill was elected the
35th president ofManin Methodist College,
effective August 1, 1991. He and his wife,
Susan, live in Pulaski, Tenn.
Robert St. John Smith received his
Ph.D in chemistry from Vtrginia Tech. He is
an assistant professor of chemistry at St. John
Fisher College.
Wyllys D. VanDerwerker is the
supervisor for aceptional children in the
l¥ochburgCitySchoolAdministrationBuilding.
Da>'id VanDorn is the general manager
of unsCrafters in Springfield Mall. He lives
in Alaandria, Va.
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Shelia Fielding received her mas~r of
education degree from JMU.
Larry E. Nolt is a trust officer at
Harleysville National Bank and Trust
Company. Hesetves on the Board ofDirectors
of the SoudertonIfelli:>rd Rotaty Club and
also chairs the club's Vocational Service and
Public Relations Committees.
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Ralph J. Edwards is senior vice
president ofFim Vtrginia Services Inc.
Tony Greiner, a teacher at Osceola
Middle School in Seminole, Fla., received a
$2,220 stipend from the National
Endowment for the Humanities to attend a
four-week. oeminar

&t

Gutavus Adolphus

Co\\c.m,e in M\nnaota.

ll.obert(Bob)1'. Grimacy}T. received

Tenil\. WIScmann receivedher~r
of ans in education from Vtrginia Tech. She
works at Parkside Middle School in Manassas.
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Pamela L Caughie published a book,

Vi~;. Woolf .U Po-Jeom;,..

AIDeWitts theathleticdirectorand head
baseball coach at Mathews High School in
Mathews County. He also teaches social studies.

his docror of education on May 19, 1991,
from the University ofVtrginia. He is principal
of Ottobine Elementary School in
Rockingham County. He and his wife, Caro~
live in Harrisonburg, Va.
Bob Honour is the coordinator for
the Virginia Institute for Social Setvices
Training Activities in the 24 counties of
Nonhem Virgin~. He lives in Fairfax with
wife, Sandy &ed, and daughter.
David Ingram and JMU management
professor Otto Brenner completed a record·

~B., OJI<my in June

1991.
Linda Ludi Shahan and her husband,
Bradley Happy ('81) are living in Heidelberg,
Germany. Bradley is a middle school health
and physical education teacher for Dodds. He
also coaches football and basketball at
Heidelberg High School. Linda sttys home
with their three sons. She is also the assistant
coach for the community swim team.

setting flight by being the first to fly a light
plane across the Atlantic Ocean with landings
in both tropical and northern latitudes. They
left Shenandoah Valley &gional Airpon June
28 in Ingram's plane and stopped in
Newfoundland and the Azores. From there
they went to Lisbon, Portugal; to England; to
&ykjavik, Iceland; to Narsaruaq, Greenland;
and to Labrador. They returned July 7. Ingram
liva in Mount Crawford.
Atwood Jackson ill received his degree
of doctor of dental medicine at the Southern
Dlinois University School of Dental Medicine
in Alton, lll., on JunelS, 1991.
Donna G. Layton is a systems analyst at
Lik of Vuginia. She will finish her master of
educarion in guidance and counseling at V uginia
Community College in spring 1993. Shes also
playing field hockey on a Richmond dub team.
Margaret M. Potito cares for her tivo
sons in her home in Mt. Airy, Md.

ISIZ
Robert S. Adams Jr. received the
Roben P. Vidinghoff Memorial Award from
the Bowman Gray School of Medicine at W akc
Forest University as the graduating student
who demonstra tcs the greatest aptitude and
devotion to the field of &mily medicine. He
has also been awarded a house officer
appointment at Bowman-Gray for 1991-92.
He will train in family practice at Tacoma,
Wash., with the U.S. Army.
Jesse Lee Jay received his master of
divinity at Duke Unive~ity in May 1991.
Millie Cologne Manccly is the owner
ofThe Health Wear House in Mc!W:, Ga. She
and her husband, Mark, live in McR.te.
IGssuth M. Mitehdl received the Sears
Roebuck Foundation T caching Excellence and
Campus Leadership Award on May 13, 1991.
He is the business program coordinator and
the director of the Center For Economic
Education at Alice lloyd College in Pippa
Passes, Ken. He is also the vice president of the
seven·state &gion V of Alpha Chi National
Honor Society.
AnitaL.Sutton works fur BellAtlanticas
a spccia1ist data adrninistator. She lives in Laurel,
Md., with her husband, Dr. Michael H. ue.
Pamela Thompson is an assistant
professorofbusiness administration at Catawba
College and the director of the Philip Morris
Center for Organizational &newal.

.,

Anita L. Bradshaw received her master
of divinity from Yale University's Divinity
School in May 1991. She now continues at
Yale in pre-doctoral studies.
·Kathleen A. Nolan received her mas~r
of education in special education from
l.¥nchburg College in May 1991.
Joseph Conrad Vagi received his mas~r
of business administration from l.¥nchburg
College in May 1991.
Kevin Michael Walsh (BSN '84)
became head nurse on the ped~tric ward ofFt.
uonard Wood's Hospital a£-,er returning from
deployment as a member of the 93rd evac
hospital in supponofOperation DesenShield/
Storm. His wife, Susan Ozaki Walsh ('84),
currently is at home taking care of their 15·
month-old son.
· Robert L. Wright is employed by
TelemetAmericaas aseniorprogrammeranalyst
and head of the Dec operations. He and his
wife, Joan Reinhart, live in Woodbridge, Va.
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Susan E. Donner lives in V trginia Beach
with her husband, Michael, and their four
sons.
Martin T. Deahl is a living skills
coordinator at Chestnut Lodge in Rockville,
Md. He lives in Reston, Va., with his wife,
Rebecca E. Wright ('85).
Scott B. Jack is chairman of the Moot
Coun Board for the University of Mississippi
Law Center.
Carolyn Cooper Mustin is self·
employed as a marketing consultant to high·
tech companies. She and her husband. Tom,
live in !Wiondo Beach, Calif.
Jeff Snyder is the divisional sales
manager for the Southern Division of Codman
& Shurtleff Inc.
·
Dana W. Williamson is a GS-12
mathematical statistician working at the Naval
Safety Center in Norfolk, Va. She and her
husband, Ray,live in Virgin~ Beach with their
20-month·old daughter.

.,..

Joseph Michael Codispoti earned his
bachdorofmusicdeg=in music management.
He is now a captain in the U.S. Air Force and
is stationed at England Air Force Base in
Alaandria, La.
Brian P. Hochheimer is chief financial
officer and general counsel at Birch &·Davis
Associates Inc. in Silver Spring, Md.

.,..

Daniel M. Beam is general manager of
Telephone Syotc:mo k Sctviceo Corp. 'o
operations \n Harrisonbur& and Wmchester.
Kathleen Perry Cook is the squadron

section commander for the 96lst Airborne
Warning and Conuol Squadron at Kadena AB
in Okinawa, Japan. She and her husband, Tom,
have a two·year·old son and a 7·month·old
daughter. They will be returning to the states
in Junel993.
·
Betsy Brinkley Gillick is a senior
finaocialanalystwithARCProfessionalServices
Group. She and her husband, John Michael
live in Gaithersburg, Md.
'
Michael J. Puglisi published a book,

ISM
Tim Craighead was promoted to vice
president of the equities division of Goldman, Sachs & Co. and was transferred to their New
York office. He and his wife, Debra Ttlley
Craighead ('83), and their daugh~r have

171e Leguies of King Htilip's W•r its :he

LOOKING FOR THE PICTURE PERFECT GIFT IDEA?

r----.. . .~Th~e~JMUDipl:,::~!;'~a~:~~-=::.~~~:::~::~e Holidays.

'

. . If you or someone you know hasn't framed their diploma, Now's the Time 1

Col~egtate Memoi?' Productions has prepared this exciting offer exclusively for ]MU alumni.
It ts expertly destgned and constructed of the choicest Cherry molding with a gold accent
and .hand~t doubl~ mats, ~a~anced to complement ]MU colors. Choose the Classic stylet~
comb~e a dtploma With a striking Fall ~hoto of ~ilsc_m Hall, or the Traditional style to display
a dtploma al?ne. Also, because the O!plomaDisplay is designed around the JMU degree,
, t~e ~~no need to send the drploma. It is easily self-inserted in a minute.
Don t mtss thts chance to commemorate JMU achievement, and to beautify and preserve
a hard-earned JMU diploma for generations to see. It's The Perfect Gift. '

There's Never Been ;1 Better Time To .Frame A Diploma,
Because There s Never Been A Better Display.
Each sale of a

JMU DiplomaDisplay
directs a contribution to
the JMU Foundation,
to help keep the
Purple Pride alive.

~~~~~··········~
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ClassicFrame,
Style;
Cherry/Gold
Wilson Hall Photo, $85.00
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Traditional Style:
Cherry/Gold Frame, $65.00.

1-800-542-1594
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C 1991 ~ploauOisplay is a trademark ol CoUepite Memmy Productions, Inc.
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where Harry was a school principal. They married in
1942, and Harry joined the FBI. During his 23-year
career, they lived in Memphis, Tenn., and several New
Jersey and Virginia locations before rT!OIIing back to
Richmond in 1959.
Once settled in Richmond, Grace became an
Congratulations went out
active member of the JMU Richmond Alumni Chapter.
to Grace McCarthy ('35) and her
She was an early recipient of JMU's annual alumni
husband, Harry, as they
award. In 1985, Grace was inducted into the Bluestone
celebrated their 50th wedding
Society, an alumni chapter for those who have been out
anniversary July 21, 1991.
of JMU for 50 years or more. She has served as
The celebration at the
Classmates of 1935 gather to help their
secretary of the Bluestone Society and attends every
Richmond Country Club brought
long-time friend. Grace McCarthy (fourth
Bluestone reunion at JMU.
together Grace's three long-time
from left), and her husband celebrate fifty
. Grace is an avid golfer, and it's all Harry's fault.
l01es, Harry, golf and JMU.
years of marrrtage.
H_e mtroduced her to the sport on their honeymoon.
"It was a lovely affair,·
..
Smce then~ Grace has won 16 club championships
Grace says.
and p~rt1c1pated tn the V1rg1nia State Amateur contest nearly every
Among the 125 guests was a healthy contingent of JMU
year s1nce 1948. She was the State Senior Medalist in 1968. She
classmates: Maude P. Ransom ('35), Lillian A McClung ('35), Inez G.
played in the invitation-only Virginia Carolinas Tournament in 1960
Roop ('35), Mary B. Powell ('35), Marion S. Harris ('35), Martha C.
1964, 1968 and 1969. Grace continues to golf and has branched o~t
Dobney ('35), Eunice B. Mayens ('35) and Sylvia G. Hildum ('32).
into knitting, needlepoint and traveling . Grace and Harry have one
Lillian and Mary were two of Grace's bridesmaids.
son, Harry L. II, 37, and three granddaughters. They are long-time
Grace first met Harry when she transferred from teaching in
supporters of JMU.
the Prince William County school system to the Allegheny system,

CloseUp

recently moved to Shon Hills, N.J.
SteomD. Fields is a choral musicdiicctor
at York High School. He lives in Grafton, Va.
.
Nathan T. Graybealissportsinfurmarion
di=tor at Emory & Henry College.
C. Ray Mullins, Jr. is the training and
dcvclopmcntofliceratS"JgDCtBankin Richmond.
Forrest A. Parker is the assistant vice
president and director of the Multicultural
Center at Maty Washington College.
Ronald E. Petrella received his master
ofeducation from VtrginiaTcchin May 1991.
He is a marketing teacher at Broad Run High
School. He is also the girls' varsity basketball
coach and senior class sponsor.
James Michael Suthcrbnd received his
mcdicaldcgl= inostcopathyfran thel'hiladclphia
College ofOstcopuhic Medicine in June and has
begun a one-year rotating internship.

ISII

Edward Arthur received his master
of divinity from Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary in May 1991.
RonBurlteistheweekcndsportsanchor
and sports reporter on WCAU-TV in
Philadelphia. He and his wife, Gloria, reside in
Wayne, Pa.
William V.DcCandidoreccivedhisjuris
doctor degree in May 1991 from the Touro
uw Center in Huntington, N.Y.
J. Craig Harvey earned his MBA in
infurm:uion systems management from George
W&<lhington University in May 1990. He is the
infurm:uion systems specialist for Bell Atlantic.
He became a certified data processor in May
1991. He was selected by Bell Atlantic to attend
the 1991 f2.D 9CJ11ester of the Carnegie Mellon
UniversityjBellcore Advanced Technology
Innovation Ptogram in PittSbwgh, Pa.
Diane Pampaloni Keyes graduated in
May 1991 with a master of ans in teaching
from Regent University. She lives in Vtrginia
Beach, Va.
Catherine S. Lucas received her master
of education in special education from
Lynchburg College in May 1991.
l.oma E. McGilvray is an attomey at
Parker, Johnson, Cool & Dunlerie in Atlanta, Ga.
Marian Muiane Moody is a news
photographer at WRIC-1V8 in Richmond,
Va., where she lives.
Cathy Schuermann graduated from
VuginiaCommonwealth UniversityinDccember
1990 with a master's degree in business
administration. She is an assistantvice p~tat
Crestar in the corponte trust administration.
Ken Woodburn and his wife, Tammy,
live in Stuttgart, Germany. He assumed
command of A Company 51st Signal BN in
Saudi Arabia during Opention Desert Storm.
llcbceca E. Wright is a social worker at
Springwood Psychiatric Institute in l.ccsburg.
She lives in Reston, Va., with her husband,
Martin T. Deahl ('83).

ISIC

Sandra Brillhart Campbdl received her
master of business administration fiom New
Hampshire.College in August. She and her husband, Glen, live inAm12p0lis,Md., with their son.
Mark Ciano completed 5 1/2 yean in
the Army and is now serving as a consultant to
a British Company, Andry Montgomerey, in
the former Soviet Union.
Stacey S. Olds is a captain in the U.S.
Air Force stationed at Carswell Air Force Base
in Texas.

Dawn Schlegel is an associate at
RiverpointPsychiatricAssociates.Sheisworking
on her doctonte in psychology at the Virginia
Consortium for Professional Psychology.
Lucian Schwartz is an account manager
for Colo!lldo Clarklift. He lives in Denver,
Colo., with his wife, Kim.
Timothy G. Via, a U.S. Navy petty
officer, was commended for his outstanding
perfonnanccofduty,profcssionalismandoverall
dedication to service while serving on a
submarine hued at Newport News, Va., in
May1991.
Heather Polzin Vovakcs graduated
from the University ofVtrginia law school in
May. She is an attorney with Semmes, Bowen,
& Semmes in Baltimore.
Stanley Mayo Warden received his
master ofscience in geologyfrom the University
of Florida on May 4, 1991. He works as a
project manager hydrogeologist for
Environmental Consulting & Technology Inc.
in Gainesville, Fla. He lives in Alachus.
Patricia D. Laird Wolf is president of
WolfCommunications in Frederick, Md. She is
pursuing a master of science in business at
Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore Md.
She expects to graduate in May 1992.

ISIJ

David F. Arnold completed his master
of divinity in church music at the Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary in louisville,
Kentucky in May 1991. He is now the minister
of music and youth at Manly Memorial Baptist
Church in Lexington, Va., where he lives.
DebraA.Borrilloismanager ofexternal
reporting, financial conaoiS at Beneficial Corp.
in New Jersey. She is also director of public
relations for the Raritan Valley Chapter of the
Institute of Management Accountants.
DavidA. Drabik is a self-employed, stand·
up comedian in the Northern Vuginia area.
Paula Gentry works for Eli Lilly ~ Co.
as a quality assUillDce auditor in research and
development in Indianapolis, Ind.
Dawn M. Lotts moved to Charlotte,
N.C., where she works for the United Carolina
Bank as a prognm analysL
Annette Law~ and her husband,
Charlie, live in Charlotte, N.C. .
Felice Pearl Moody received her degree
from the University ofVuginia Medical School
in May 1991. She is now serving a four-yeat
internship at the University ofVermontHospital
in Burlington.
Mary llccd is building administrator for
the G.E. Ain:raft Engines Customer Technical
Education Center in Cincillnati, Ohio, as pan
of an integmed supplier partnership with
Fetguson Enterprises Inc.
Sharon F. Wright graduated from the
Marshall-Wythe School of uw at the College
of William &: Maty with a Tun's Doctonte
degree in 1990. She passed the bar exam in
April 1991 and is an associate at Donald M.
Row, P.C., in ~edford, Va.

.,..

Jay Campbell is a project manager at
PRC Inc. He is beginning a master's program
in MIS at Vuginia Tech. He lives in Arlington,
Va., with his wife Elizabeth Hartman ('89).
Jcnnifa: Faiglc is employed as &'>Sistant
vre~tofpemnnel!OrCornmerceFunding

Corp. in VJCDDa, Va. ~lives in Fair&x, Va.
Rob T. Goode graduated from Basic

School in May 1991 and is now a second
lieutenant in the U.S. Marine Corps.
Mary Kay Jackowshi is the internal
auditor for Peninsula Eye Center.
Allan B. Painter ill is the senior marine
. insurance specialist with the Boat Owner's
Association of the United States. He lives in
Arlington, Va.
Brian Walker recc;ntly returned from
New Guinea after serving two years in the .
Peace Corps.
ChariesT. Washington isaNavyseaman
recruit. He recently completed Recruit
Training Command in Orlando, Fla.

.,.,

Richard Barkand is attending the
University of North Carolina-Greensboro to
get a master's degree in economics. He lives in
Greensboro, N.C.
Leah Bowanko is a forester at VISDA
Forest Service. She lives in Naches, Wash. She
received her master of forestry from Duke
Univcrmy in May 1991.
Elizabeth Hartman Campbell received

her master of education in speech pathology
from George Washington University. She lives
in Arlington, Va., with her husband, Jay.
Laura E . Comly is an accountant with
McQuade and Capron. She and her husband,
Scott Ronald WKtman ('87), live in
Annandale, Va. Scott is a systems consultant
with Thompson System.
Angela Schucmand Dixon is the editorial
secretary with the corponte communications
dcpartmcntcitheNarionalAssocialion ciSccuritie.s
Dealers inW&'lhington, D.C. ~andherhusband,
Tunothy, ~in Cerureville, Va.
Patti M. Newman received the second
annual Outstanding Educator Award from the
Jay= for her dfurts in building paniciporion in
the music prognm at Colonial Heights high and
middle schook, where she works as a band director.
Teresa Nicely is an education worker
with International Service Corps in Ni~
tor two years.
Gary J. Patenaude is a commissioned
Navy ensign. He justcompletedAviation Officer
Candidate School.
Earle Patrick teaches mathematics and
English as a second language at Northwestern
High School. He lives in Forestville, Md.
Amy B. Staska graduated from Bowling
Green State University with a master of att in
college swdcnt personnel. She is a residence hall
director at the University ofNew Hampshire.

.,.

Angela ~· Dews teaches special
education classes at John Redd Smith
Elementary School in Collinsville, Va.
CascyC Ford is a corporate management
tllliner atSubaruAmerica in Chevy Hill, N.J.
Jc:nnifa-TaylorHaD isamanageratAlonti
Deli in Chicago. She lives in Carol Stream, ID.
Sheri L. Harvey is a manager with
AAFF.s in Ogden, Utah. She lives in Riverdale.
·Elizabeth Williams Horton is a
kindergarten teacher at Ressie Jeffries
Elementary School in Front Royal, Va., where
she lives with her husband, Gregory.
Valaric Jacbon is a staff writer for Tile
N"s & Allwutu. She lives in Lynchburg, Va.
AndreaLcwisisaninternattheNational
Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C.
Ellen B. Miller is director ofadmissions at
Easttm Mennonite College.shcandherhusband,
Lo.wrence W.,live in Harrisonburg, Va.

April M. Muniz is a quality assurance
specialist at Pharmaceutical Research Associates
and is a member of an African dance company
called CHlHAMBA.
Helen A. Thomas is a program assistant
for the American Association for the
Advancement of Science in Washington, D.C.
She is a volunteer with the Prince William
County Hispanic Community. She is working
on her graduate study part time at the Johns
Hopkins UniverSity School of Advanced
International Studies.
Bobby R. Thompson Jr. is a sales
representative at the Kimberly-Clark Corp. He
livl:s in Greenville, N.C.
·
s~ Zenctti is a government te:ICher in
the Shenandoah School S,Stem. He also teaches
J'hoto;oumalism. He is recovering from a cycling
accident, but plans to race again next year.

.,.

A)'>ll&Abidmoaailacompua:rscienr:ist

at the Naval SurfaceWarfare Center in Dahlgren,
VL

.

Thomas w. Jenkins n woru {or
Psycholo&ical Services Institute in
· Harrisonburg, Va.
StCYCMcacbam is a weekend disc jockey
on Oldies 106 in the Richmond area.
David A. Mocman is a Navy ensign and
has completed the Officer Indoctrination School
at the Naval Education and Training Center,
Newport, R.I.
Kim O'Bryan is an education worker
· with International Service Corps worlcing in
Gambia for a year.
Daniela Schlussel is a second grade teacher
at Oak GroYe Elementary in Richmond, Va.

weddines
Patricia Banick ('76) DeGiulio on July 6, 1991.
Josie Shadtdford ('76) to Paul Maynard on
March 30,1991.
Anita L Sutton ('82) to Michael H. Lee on June
8,1991.
Suzanne Patricia Bartlett ('84) to Charles R
Noble on May II, 1991.
Angela ReneeJenkins to Curtis Randall ('84) on
May 18, 1991.
Katherine S. Spurling to Paul W. Parmele
('84) on May 25,1991.
llcbccca E. Wright ('85) to Martin T. Deahl
('83) on June 9, 1991.
Sherry louise Hanner ('87) to Daniel Joseph
Doody on May 11, 1991.
Amy Porter ('88) ID John Munster ('87) on
March 10, 1990.
Elizabeth Hartman ('8?) to J")'Campbell ('89)
in June 1991.
Teresa Turner('89) to BiD Board ('89)on De:c.
1,1990.
Katrina M. Hayes ('90) ID Kurt A. Peerman on
May 25,1991.
Jc:nnifa-Taylor ('90) Hall married in Feb. 1991.
Elizabeth Williams ('90) to Gregory A. Horton
on June 29, 1991.
Sanb K. Flcll:her (75) to Richard M. Bingman
Jr. onAug.lO, 1991.
Christine Dianne Walter 1D Thomas L Floyd
('79)on May 11,1991.
Marjorie H. Wax to Brian P. Hocbheimm
('80)on June 28, 1991.
Betsy Brinkley ('81) to John Michael Gillick on
May 18, 1991.
IGm McNamam toLw:ianSchwartz('86)onScpt.
to 1, 1991.
LauraE.Comly('89)toSa>ttRonaldWittman

ftdurcdiiBs
To DIANE LANTORJAY ('70) and James
W. a daughter, Leah Stuart Parker on July
24,1991.
To SUSAN SMITII CARTER ('76) and
Edward twin daughters, Elizabeth
O'Bannon and Suzanne May on Oct. 10
,
,
1990.

ro:rrm

('78) a son,
To ~GARET M.
Mickq Ryan, on April20, 1991.
To SANDY REED HONOUR ('78) and
BOB HONOUR ('78) a daughter,
Megan Catherine, on July II, 1991.
To CAROYLN . SPANN UTT ('79) a
daughter, GlllCe Linden Page, on May 24,
1990.
To DEBRA DUCKWORTH DAVIS ('82)
andARNOLDDAVIS('81)adaughter,
Andrea Nicole, on April21, 1991.
To Jennifer and WATTR. FOSTERJR. ('82)
a girl, Katlierine Loren, on Sept. 7,1988,
and a girl, Mary Grey, on July 23, 1991.
To SUSAN REYNOLDS PLOLMSKI
(' 82) a son, Tyler Peter Polomski,
on March 30, 1991.
To GINA SMITH THOMAS ('84) and
Robert R. a son, Troy Robert, on
July 12, 1991.
To NICOLE YANNARELL HENRY
('84) and Bill a son, Christopher
Michael, on March 11, 1990.
ToLlNDAGRAYWALKERMERCADO
('85) and MARCOS F. MERCADO
('85) a son, Alonzo Christian, on
Dec. 2, 1990.
To TAMMY ('85)andKEN WOODBURN a
daughtcr,Susan Catherine, on July 14,1991.
To LAURIE LESTER GETTELMAN
('86) and Ken a son, Jacob Frederick,
on August 19, 1990.
To ANNETTE LAW MARTIN ('87) and
Charlie a son, ChriStopher Taylor, on
March 4, 1991.
To Carol and ROBE.llT P. GlliMESEY JR.
('78) a daughter, Hannah on February
12,1991.
To KRISTI (ANGEL) PASCAREU;A('79)
and Jonathon a boy, James Edward on
April23, 1991.
To KATHRYN ERDMAN JOHNSTON
('80)and CHARLES A. ('80)adaughter,
Shelby Elizabeth on July 2, 1991.
To ALLISON STEFFEY HOLBERT ('80)
and MICHAEL ('80) a diughrer,
Lomrinc, on .1\ug 25, 1990.

~

[ To SANDY BROWN ROBINS ('82) and
">~ o. W.uW..<&<, "'k.\""'f U,<m O"<\ Soe\)t..
1.2.,1.991.
To S~SAN 1\\SRO"P "&01\F."P...TSON t'S~)
and M. Kcith a son Mic:hael ~P.roc"i:.• on

Oct. 5,1990.
To JULIA HORNE PATCHAN ('84) and
Bernard ~ son, Bernard Joseph on April
14,1990.
To SANDRA BRILLHART CAMPELL
('86) and Glenn a son Andrew William on
De:c. 7, 1990.
ToLINDAMITCHELLMARTIN ('86) and
JOHN F. ('86)adaughter, Kate Jennings
on July II, 1991.
To CASEY LAUGHLIN SUMPTER
('87) and Sam a son, Collin James on
July 6, 1991.
To CIARAN B. STANDISH BOYES
REILLEY ('87) and Sean a daughter on
April12, 199l.

lbiiuarics
Gladys VmccntGurlcy('23) on May26, 1991.
LcanorWJisonBunling('25)onApril22,1991.
Florence S. Roark ('38) on April17, 1991.
William R Garrett ('56) on June 13,1991.
J.SbcrrillBlosscrLamburt.Fry('73)in May1991.
John P. Hudson Jr. ('76) on Man:h 14,1990.
Gail M. Gamer ('77) on May 25, 1991.
Michael David Tayloc('86) on June 23,1991.

UYint Sciences al•nl
Graduates of the fonner
Department olliving Sciences
who want to receive the College of Health and Human
Services newsletter may write
to Dr. Julius Roberson, dean
of the college, at Moody Hall
210, James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
Please include your name, address and phone number.
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Atlanta
*Libby Vlergever
(404} 594-8054
Baltimore/Annapolis
Nancy Sewell
(215} 255-0127
Black Alumni
• Angela Dyson
(301} 445-7528
Bluestone Constltu_ency
Mary Etter
(703} 434-7122
Boston Area
Jerry Blaze ·
(508} 428-7063
Charlotte
John Beccl
(704) 543-7560
Charlottesville,
*Joe Fix
(804) 974-1643
Fredericksburg
•steve Berry
(703) 373-2731
Greater Peninsula
Marc Gllllons
(804) 898-7905
Lynchburg
*Mike Thomas
(804) 239-2149
Metro Washington
*Lisa Balatbat
{703} 820..5908

New Jersey/New York Metro
*Kathy Chaff\nch
(201) 743-8640
Richmond
Jeff Harper
(804) 276-6425
Roanoke
*Greg Bishop
(703)'744-3458
Shenandoah Valley
*Bill McAnulty
(703) 234-0926
Studies Abroad
*Sarah Melvin
(703) 333-5092
Tidewater
*Sonja Maggi
(804) 420..7243
Triangle, N.C. (Information)
Jenny Carrington
(919) 851-0908
Winchester
• Alison Wayland
(703) 665-9616
*New chapter president

For more
infonriation, call:

Geoff Polglase
Director of Alumni
Chapters
(703) JMlJ-6234
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The Rivers Bend
Country Club was packed .
with 128 JMU golfers for
the second annual
Richmond Alumni Chapter
Golf Tournament and

Service,
Anyone?

Picnic.~

As.the number of chapters in the JMU Alumni Association
continues to grow, we are also looking for the activities within the
chapters to become more diverse. In order to be successful with our
goal for further expansion, we are looking for active and creative
volunteers interested in community service.
During a chapt~r·s developmental process, it passes through
various stages and takes on additional responsibilities- social and
athletic activities: scholarships, f und raising, send-off picnics and
assistance to the JMU admissions office. The chapter program at JM U
is now ready to take its next step and become a vital contributor in
communjty service.

Jimmy Paul, Gary
Roderick, Gary Tlzaro
and Larry Harris took a
moment fora
team photo
during their
tournament
championship
round.~

We are looking for t hose JMU alumni, parents and f riends that
are either lqoking for new or additional service opportunities. Because
this is a relatively new focus for our groups, " the sky's the limit. · Is
there a project that you are involved with and need volunteers? Are
you interested in developing a project specifically for a chapter?
Whether you want to help or you need a chapter's assistance, please
contact the chapter president in your area.

The
Parents
Council
foursome of
Jim Keeton,
Joe Boling,
Bill Sparrow
and J.R. Wilburn turned In
a strong showing. ~

Scholarship
Awards
The Richmond Alumni
Chapter awarded two
scholarships to seniors from.
the Richmond area from an
endowed scholarship account
established in the 1960s.
Sara Chesley of
Richmond and Jennifer
Edmondson of
Mechanicsville were the
1991-92 recipients. Outstanding volunteer service
was a key factor in awarding
the two $500 scholarships
from a pool of more than 25
candidates. Sara is the
president of Sigma Kappa
sorority and a member of
Omicron Delta Kappa, a
national leadership fraternity. She also volunteers at
the Virginia School for the
Deaf and Blind and Camelot
Nursing Home. Jennifer is a
member of the Golden Key
national honor society and
serves as the community
service chair for Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority. She spends
many volunteer hours with
the Harrisonburg Crisis
Pregnancy Center and the
Woodrow Wilson Rehabilita-

tion Center. For the past
five years, Jennifer has
worked with Special
Olympics in Harrisonburg
and Richmond and was
recently crowned
Ms.Madison 1991 .
Recent Richmond
chapter events such as
the annual golf tournament and the BS&M
party at Tredegar Iron
Works support the
scholarship fund.

We're Out
to Set a
Record

We are ~ut to set a JMU Alumni Association Record. We have
a goal of 12 simultaneous events on Nov. 20, a5 the Dukes take on
Georgia Tech in the first round of the pre-season NIT basketball
tournament. Chapters are in the process of identifying a
location in your area where alumni can gather to watch and cheer
on the Dukes. With 16 chapters to date, we challenge
each area to rally for the Dukes. Check the calendar of events in
this issue or call your chapter president for party details.

Parent's
Council
members
Don and .
Carol Mathis
enjoy dinner
with their
daughter,
Donna. at
the Lynchburg chapter
send-off picnic.

Networking
The Alumni Board of Directors has set the establishment of a
JMU career network as a top priority. With the leadership of board
president Paul Weber, the project
will be initiated in three chapter
areas. Plans are to extend the network to all chapter areas within two
years. Job-seeking graduates will
prepare resumes, which will in turn
be mailed to alumni currently employed within the occupational fields
of the graduate seeking employment. The names of alumni volunteering to receive resumes will be

The Metro
Washington
Chapter had Its
volunteers out
In force to
prepare the fare
for the nearly
~ 200 picnickers
In attendance.

SKEETS AND EATS

Student Ambassadors Julie
McMahon and Kelly Tomlin
offer some helpful hints about
campus life during the Metro
Washington send-off picnic. ~

Fredericksburg
~ Mark Butler and Milton

Klein flipped burgers and hot
dogs for more than SO
Incoming freshmen and their
families at the Fredericksburg
chapter event.

ON THE ROAD
AGAIN

The Rod .and
Gun Club was the
sight of the
Fredericksburg
chapter meeting
and social as
morethan20
alumni gathered
for some planning
and skeet r;yshootlng.

Members of the
Shenandoah Valley chapter
can look forward to the
Redskins-Cowboys game
set for Nov. 24 at 1 p.m.
For the second year in a row,
alumni and friends are
invited to T.G. Armadillo's
in Harrisonburg to watch
the game. Follovving the

exciting iirst matchup oi the

As university faculty

Virginia Tech
Tailgate
~ Alumni from the
Roanoke and Richmond
chapters joined force$ with a
contingent of Duke Club
members at the tailgate prior
to the JMU football game at
VIrginia Tech. ~

Greater Peninsula
Tailgate
•

c:el The Marching Royal
Dukes entertained as
special guests during the
pre-game tailgate party at
William & Mary. Alumni from
throughout the region joined
together with the Greater
Peninsula and Richmond
chapters for th,. festivities.

and administrators travel to
professional conferences, the
alumni office will notify
graduates and JMU friends to
host receptions, dinners or
informal gatherings. Show your
hospitality and enjoy conversation about the happenings on
campus with these travelers.
Alumni in San Diego can
plan for a visit in November
from Dr. Bethany Oberst, vice
president for academic affairs.
Geoff Polglase ('85) will meet
with Atlanta friends
in December. Coach lefty
Driesell has plans to be in
California in April. More
information about JMU MOn the
Road" will be announced in the
months ahead.

The Charlotte, N.C., area chapter held its first event Sept 20 with
nearly 60 alumni and friends in a11endance.
Area alum Ken fhillips (79) used his
connections with the Comedy Zone, a local
club, for the event Guests arrived early for
a JMU Only" ret~ption prior to the show.
Thanks to Ken and to the volunteers that
have been plugging away at the formation

CONnNliNG

M

kept confidential, however, we are
hopeful these individuals will contact the job seeker to offer assistance and provide information on
employment opportunities.
With this program in its infancy, the Metro Washington Area
Chapter continues to provide occupational assistance to its constituentsthroughCareerConnection '92.
On Jan. 16, the chapter will host the
fourth annual job fair at the Key
Bridge Maniott. The fair attracts
employers representing various occupations, offering entry-level and/
or mid-management positions. All
alumni and current students are encouraged to take advantage of this
great opportunity.

GROW

of the chapter. • •
What area will be next? If you are interested in organizing a new
chapter or club in your area, call Geoff Polglase ('85) at (703) JMU-6234.

':Ra"SCn 'neW'i""'n

these two teamo;., the
restaurant's management
(JMU grads, of course) hao;.

Studies Abroad~Dinner
at El Torrito

deemed the game as
MCuster's last Stand."
The party begins
at 12:30 p.m.

• ••••••• •••••
~ Nearly 70 alumni of
the Studies Abroad
Constituency Chapter met
for a Mexican dinner at
El Torrlto In Washington,
D.C. The chapter's first
event was a resounding
success. ~

Looking for
holiday plans?

nII

r:f·l ezv,r

The Second
Annual New
S
Year's Eve
Cclebration
hosted by the
Metro
Washington
Area Olapter
will be at the
Radisson Plaza Hotel at Mark Calter
on Seminal)' Road in Alexandria.
The e~g's affilir includes hot and
cold buffet, band, deejay, be\erages
and much more for $65 per
person. The hotel is also offi:ring a
special rate of $75 per room. We
expect a sell-out_,so register early.
The deadline fur room reservatiom is
Dec. 2. Please note that ALL
RESERVATIONS FOR THE
HOTEL AND THE PARTI ARE
TOBEMADETHROUGHTHE
RADISSON.
For furtlxr party and hotel
details, see the ad on page 29.

Montpe{ier
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Charlie Arnold looks back
an a splashy career
By Curt Dudley

Previe\Vs
Mea·s Basketball
An inexperienced ]MU basketball team will seek its
third straight Colonial Athletic Association regular-season
title in 1991-92, while pla}'ingthemostchallen.gingschedule
in team history.
The Dukes were 19-10 last year and played in the
National Invitation Tournament for the second straight
year. However, only four players return from last season's
JMU squad to face at least eight opponents that played in
last year's NCAA Tournament.
Home non-conference games with Nevada-Las
Vegas, Brigham Young, Penn State and South Alabama highlight a schedule that also includes appearances in the Preseason Big Apple NIT and the Sugar
Bowl Tournament and games at East Tennessee State,
Auburn and Oregon State. JMU will open the season
Troy Bostic
at Georgia Tech in the Big Apple NIT and will meet
Colonial Tournament champion Richmond twice in
regular-season play.
"I'm very excited about our schedule," said fuurth-year JMU coach "Lefty" Driesell, who
will take a 579-259 career record into the season. "It's by far the best home schedule that we've
had since I've been here."
The four returning players- 6'7" junior furward Jeff Chambers, 6'6 • senior forward Troy
Bostic, 6'6 •_sophomore forward Clayton 2Ritter and 5'5 • sophomore guard Channing McGuffin
-combined to score less than 10 points per game last season. Only Chambers (6.4 points, 6.2
rebounds per game) and Bostic (2.8, 2.5) saw extensive action during the season.
"'We're young and ine'X\)erienced, and we don't mow how we'\l work together,"
Driesell said. "This team is similar to two years ago because of the number of new players, but
we're not as experienced."
Despite the losses from last season's team- which include two-time Colonial Player of the
Year Steve Hood, Driesell will have several other perfonners with college experience. 6'4 • junior
swingman William Davis will return to the JMU program after sitting out last season. Two Division
I- transfers, 6'3 • junior guard Bryan Edwards (from Boston College) and 6'4 • sophomore futward
Michad Venson (from Georgetown), and a pair of 6'5 • junior college transfers, Paul Carter and
Gerry Lancaster, join the team this year.
Ofthe four freshmen on the squad, two guards- 6'3 • Kent Culuko and 5'11 • Keith People
- are most likely to help JMU this season.

. Wa•a·s Basketball
"A tremendous challenge" is what the Dukes will face
in 1991-92, says lOth-year head coach Shelia Moonnan.
J.MU, coming off a 26-5 season in which the Dukes
ad~ced to the NCAA tournament round of 16, lost six
seniors to graduation. The graduating class included three starters and two key reserves, among them first team allconfer~ce fOrwards Vicki Harris and Paula Schuler and
conference all-defensive selection Kcrri Gilmore, the Dukes'
point guard. Last year's senior class was responsible for 65
percent of the Dukes' point production and 50 percent of
the team's rebounds.
"We've closed the door on an era. We have a totally
different challeng~ having as little experience as we do,"
says Moonnan. "We will count a great deal on the returnln.g players with the most experience- Emily McCracken,
Brandy Cruthird, Elnora Jones. We need those three to
have career seasons."
McCracken, a 5'6" senior and team co-captain,
Brandy Cruthlrd ·
CONTINUED ON PAGE 29
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Charlie Arnold was there
at the beginning. Ever since
Savage Natatorium opened in
1972, it has been Arnold who
has headed JMU's aquatic
educational and men's competitive swimming programs.
"We were struggling with
kids who just could swim," says
Arnold of his first JMU swim
squad. "It was a matter of just
trying to maintain bodies. We
started with 12 swimmers that
first year and by Thanksgiving we
were down to three.
"You have to accept that
there is a starting point to
everything. Things will eventually get better as long as you
have a strong belief ... that it
will succeed."
The 1991-92 school year
will mark his 40th year of
teaching and coaching. At its
conclusion, he will find
himself at another starting
point- retirement.
Arnold, who through
the years has taught countless
children of all ages how to swim and
enjoy the benefits of a nearly perfect
exercise, had his firs,t notion of such
a career while in high school.
"When I was on the swim team as a
diver, I found a lot of camaraderie. I also
felt that this was an opportunity for me to

have some kind of profession, eventually.
"When it really hit home to me was
when I went into the Navy in 1945. While
in boot camp they were asking for
volunteers to work with the company
in teaching swimming. I did that and
at the end of 10 weeks. we found
that it was the first time in a couple
of years that every sailor had passed
the swimming requirement.
"It really got me excited, and I
thought that maybe I've got some talent in
this area," says the 64-year-old Arnold.
He spent a year with the occupational forces in Japan after World War II.
Upon returning to the United States and
civilian life, Arnold went to work for the
YMCA in Jamaica, N.Y. Aquatics director
AI Nowell persuaded Arnold to pursue a
degree in physical education. Arnold chose
Springfield College in Massachusetts.
·At Springfield College the
philosophy was, if you were going into
the p~.ysical education it was in order to
help people."
After completing his master's at
Springfield and turning down an offer
from the YMCA. he went into education.
He taught at tvvo.private schools in New
York before the best man of his wedding,
Bill Campbell, left Virginia Military Institute
for the University of Maryland. Arnold filled
Campbell's position at VMI.
. His VMI teams won eight Southern
Conference Championships and he was
named the league's coach of the year six

Combining all of
Charlie Arnold's coaching
records. he has won 223
and lost 114 for a winning
mark of 66 percent.

times.

Hi~

service to the military school

earned him induction into Its athletic hall

elf

fame, an honor rarely afforded to a nonVMI graduate.
Arnold moved on to the University of
New Hampshire in 1966 and, with a new
facility, established the school's undergraduate aquatics program and varsity swim
team. Still searching for new challenges, his
next stop was the University of Rhode
Island. In 1972, he turned down an offer
from Georgia Tech in favor of one by JMU.
Through 16 varsity seasons the
Dukes have had 15 winning campaigns
- and posted a. record 6f 154-69 (.691 ).
Combining all of Arnold's coaching
records, he has won 223 and lost 114 for
a winning mark of 66 percent.
"I've had the best of both worlds,
being able to teach in a college environment and to extend and develop a program
for a community," Arnold says.
The community outside JMU has
come to know Arnold through the
"Charlie Arnold Swim School." Each
summer kids travel as much as an hour to
receive swimming instruction from Arnold
and his staff.
Arnold's first retirement plans are to
attend the Summer Olympics in Barcelona,
Spain; with his wife, Sheila. They plan to
continue living in Harrisonburg and will
spend time in Florida.
As for swimming: "I like the physical
rewards of swimming and plan to continue
to maintain a fitness level."

HOLMES CONTINUED FROM PAGE13

learning more than ever before about each others' cultures arxi
languages aOO values.,
On the way to that goal, the COB has initiated an
exchange program with the European Business School, the
only private college of business in Germany and a school with
a clearly defined global scope ofits own. The 20-year-old EBS
requires students to complete internships in two semesters
abroad in two different countries. JMU students can expect to
visit Germany in the fall of 1993.
Holmes also hopes accounting students will take
advantage of another global opportunity. The Big Six
accounting firms have just signed on with JMU's
long-running International Internship Program, making internships available in Europe. Arthur Andersen,
Ernst & Young, Price Waterhouse, Coopers & Lybrand,
Deloitte & Touche and KPMG Peat Marwick are
participating. Internship opportunities may soon develop in eastern and central Europe.
He admits to his di~appointment with what he considers "a lackadaisical attitude toward what's happening in the
Pacific Rim countries.... There's going to be considerably
more involvement there," he foretells.
As Holmes eyes the future and sees business trtnds and
opportunities around the world and at home growing and
changing, he recognizes that there is no time to rest. The
College ofBusiness must continue its well-established standard
of success to prepare its graduates for those changes. Yet with
results ofsuch magnitude, such as the new building and capital
campaign, already behind him, Holmes realizes he has to raise
the stakes to measure up.

Lice SC plates ID pay Dlf SIDI

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL FROM PAGE 28

The JMU/Vtrginia Department of Motor Vehicles license plate program is ready to bear first fruit for the university:
$15 per new plate and rtnewal per year.
At last count, 682 Vtrginiaru were driving cars with
license plates touting JMU. Only Virginia Tech can top
that, with 1,324 sold. With 682 plates sold, JMU ranks
second among state colleges and universities. Third place
goes to Penn State with 659.
Having just hit DMV's magic 1,000 mark for plates and
renewals issued, the funds will begin to flow in August 1992.
DMV tallies sales from July 1 through June 30, the state's fiscal
year. As ofAug. 31, JMU fans and alwnni had bought 682 of
the plates, withrenewals.takingthe tally to 1,122. JMU closed
the fiscal year with exactly 1,000 sales and reneWals to its credit,
said Mike Andersen of the DMV's Richmond office, so there
won't be a check in '91.
Money wasn't the impetus for the program, said Donald
Lemish, vice president for university advancement. The plates
are another "effort to create an awareness of the enthusiasm
and loyalty to JMU," he said.
Virginians who want JMU plates can contact their nearest
DMV office to fill out an application. Cost ofthe plates is $25.
Maryland drivers interested in JMU plates can write to
the JMU alwnni office for an application. The forms should be
returned to the Maryland Motor Vehicle Administration.

JMU 3

returns to the point guard spot after playing second guard last

season. A two-time conference all-defensive selection,
McCracken averaged 7.3 points and led the Dukes in
assists last season.
Cruthird, a 5'10" senior forward, scored 9.3 points per
game and led JMU in rebounding last year, and Jones, a 6'
senior forward and a team co-captain, averaged 6.4 points and
3.1 rebounds off the bench for the Dukes last year.
"The rest of our team is two categories of players,"
Moorman says, "returning players with little experience and a
great opportunity and a talented freshman class with a great deal
to learn. When you have a program that relies on structure, that
makes it even harder to project where we'll be. The players have
talent and athleticism. It gives us the tools to work with."
"The book won't be closed on this group until
we've played our final game. We can't be judged on
early season or midseason."
JMU plays Canada, one of the top international teams, in
a preseason exhibition before opening regular season play at
Ohio State. The non-conference schedule also includes such
top teams as Appalachian State (in the JMU-Nielsen Classic),
UClA, Illinois State and Maine.
"Our out-of-conference schedule is just awesome,"
Moorman says. "If it doesn't kill us, it will help prepare us."
Moorman feels the Colonial Athletic Association has
good balance. "Very realistically, we're looking at the most
competitive CAAseasonever-the kind ofseason wh~ on any
given night anything can happen. I honesdy don't know who .
can be picked to win."

James Madison University •

James Madison University

The JOBhua Wilton ftouse Inn and Qestaurant
Passing through the door of the J~hua Wilton House Inn and Restaurant, r_ou11
feel as though you're taking a step back into history, becauSe the Joshua Wilton
House is a 100-year-<>ld historical landmark.
Restoration of this fine old house has been centered around the preservation of
as much of the original architecture as possible to create this elegantly appointed
inn and restaurant.
The inn features bed and breakfast with five bedrooms that have been decorated
and furnished with beautiful antiques reminiscent of the 1890 period when the
Joshua Wilton House was built. Overnight guests will be treated to a sumptuous
country breakfast.
Casual dining in an elegant atm~phere! The restaurant has ~ree dining rooms
that seat sixteen to 24 people each. Two of the dining rooms have firepla~es and
the third is a sunroom. · In the summer months the terraced garden lends 1tself to
outdoo~ dining.
Craig and Bert Moore are noted throughout the Snenandoah Valley for their
excellent cuisine featuring culinary delights made with French sauces, mouthwatering seafood specialties, homemade breads and desserts.
The restaurant is open for dinner Tuesday through Saturday from 5:.30 p.m.to
cl~ing. Lunch is served Wednesday through Friday from 11:.30 am. to 1:.30 p.m.
Reservations are suggested for the Joshua Wilton House Restaurant.

Metro Washington

Alumni Chapter
Dec. 31, 1991
Radisson Plaza Hotel
5000 Seminary Rood, Alexandria, Va.

Semi-formal Attire
hoci d'ocuvres • Full

bar • live entertainment

$65 per person
Call the Radisson at (703) 845-1010 to reserve your
room at the JMU rate of $75 plus tax.
Name _ _ _.,.....--:",-,--r:-:=-::-F::::L:~::h.::i-;;;;;;;rr.:;;;r---- Year·---(Muat inclUdC name ofeach individual wending.)

~--------------~------------------Phone

(Daytime) -

- -- --

---

(Ew:ning) - - - - - -- - -

41i South Main Street, Harrisonburg, Virginia, 22001 (703) 434-4464

Amount Enclosed _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Mail to:
Radisson Plaza Hoed at Mark Cc:nu:r
Attc:ntion: New Years E~ Reservations
SOOO~RDad

Alcx:uxhia, VA223ll
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ROSSER FROM PAGE 11

anbracefrecingprices and concerted action ofdanonopolizarion
and privatization ofstate and collective property. After reaching
at least workable internal stability, the domestic currency rouble - can be made convertible. 'This internal stabilization
will require control of the accelerating budget deficit and its
associated hyperinflation. Sharp reductioru of military spending, aided by recent moves ofthe U.S. govcnunent, could help
with budget crises.
Once an economic plan of action is decided upon,
when will the people of the former USSR begin to feel its
positive effects in their day-to-day lives? Are we talking
months, years, decades? Why?

Before the actual plan ofaction brings results, one should
be aware of a number of hurdles which might m;pede its
implementation. The overall effort to transform the economic
system is based on market "natural selection" ofmore enterprising and risk-taking people, rewarding them respectively and
indicating to other people that they should change their ways
of producing and distributing things. This mearu that there
will be a fair amount of discontent among the majority,
which is not traditionally enterprising and may torpedo fut
reforms. The remolding of this mentality will come with the
first positive effects of the reforms, which, in their tum, are
dependent on the extent of jealousy the minority of entrepreneurs generate in the majority of the population. Here
the West might make a critical contribution in promoting
educational exchanges. In any case we are definitely talking
about a time period of from two to five years.
Some Westerners have voiced the fear that as nationalistic fervor heats up, republics may gain control of the
nuclear missiles within their borders. How likely is it that
· the republics will threaten each other or other parts of
the world with nudear destruction?

Under the Union of Sovereign States, it appears that
Gorbachev and a central or fi:dcral government will retain
control of the former USSR's nuclear arsenal. This may be
reassuring to those Westerners. ~ut the repub\ics that have
nuclear weaporu within their borders are not mad. Some have
lived through Olemobyl and all know full well the implicatioru
of nuclear disaster.
Far from being used as threats ofdestruction, the weaporu
will probably be used instead as bargaining chips in disputable
issues with the central government. It is a matter of practicality
only and one which Ukraine and Kazakhstan will likely use in
their favor: The weapons must remain where they are. The
republics, then, will probably use the mere prescence of the
weapons within their borders to negotiate economic and
strategic settlements beneficial to the republics.
'This issue is becoming extremely relevant today here in
the United States. We expect to see a response to the unilateral
initiative ofthe American administration to reduce and eventually eliminate tactical nuclear weapons. The issue is that tactical
weapons are less strictly controlled compared to the strategic
ones, which makes tactical weapons more available for political
manipulation or possibly for the international black market.
This situation is extremely explosive. The sooner those weaporu
are totally liquidated, the better for the whole world.
In antidpation of the presidential 1992 campaign
rhetoric, what should the·United States do in order to
help the former USSR along?
As soon as the political turmoil settles down the economics ofthe erratic reform will loom larger. In this confiict the role
of the West appears of critical importance.
The Soviet Union is in dire need of capital, expertise,
competent technological guidance and overall assistance to
promote the free market evolution. The West can also provide
for the temporary relief of the most urgent needs, such as baby
food, drugs, medical equipment and the like. It is quite
understandable that Western government officials hesitate in
establishing connections with local authorities without guarantees of their potency, intentioru, etc.

I think that the U.S. administration has made a very
important decision to remain open to cooperation on different
levels favoring interaction with the center as far as strategic
issues are concerned. At the same time there are new possibilities to establish bilateral relations with the former republics,
which seek direct access to the West. From a long-term
perspective, I would support aforeign policy based on mutually
beneficial and agreeable principles. Currently, of course, the
needs for assistance definitely exceed the potential for payback
on a comparable scale. But in the longer run, this will change
making the cooperation genuinely reciprocal.
For the non-economics majors among us, will you
explain why the Soviet economy was a failure?

Oh boy! This is a question ofenormous proportions and
one that is impossible to deal with thoroughly in this forum. So
I will try, but this aruwer will be inadequate.
The Soviet economy had been closed to the outside
world with rare exceptioru, militarized and biased toward
heavy industries, crippled by poor planning and lack ofmcentives.
The result has been stagnation, with inefficient and wasteful
use ofplentiful resources, especiailyin agriculture; technological
deterioration; and inexorably declining standards of living.
The Soviet economy was a falsified one that could not compete
in the world market because ofits planned exclusion offoreign
trade, except by the government.
Part of that exclusion rests on the inconvertibility of the
rouble, which protected the domestic·economy from the shock
of fluctuating world prices and changing conditions on the
market. With the current policy ofopenness, the irrelevance of
the rouble's inconvertibility becomes obvious. However, it
cannot be corrected before the actual introduction of the
market price mechanism. For now the inconvertibility of the
rouble continues to make foreign investment unattractive
because of the difficulty potential investors face in sending
profits home. This can be overcome t;hrough compensation
schemes in the short run.
This internalized economy relied on immcruc subsidies
that supported fixed prices for consumers, no matter what the
Soviet Union had to pay ~m the world market to import
consumer goods. Tile price of grain on the world market
fluctuates daily, for example, while the price of a loaf of bread
had not changed for coruumers for almost 40 years until the
March 1991 reforms were instituted.
While the price of oil was high during the 1970s, the
Soviets - being the world's largest producer of crude oil were able to export oil. The profits subsidized imports and
other programs with petrorubles, though these exports were
lowered due to inefficient use of oil in the Soviet economy.
However, as oil prices decreased significantly in the 1980s, the
Soviets' petrorubles and their ability to subsidize dried up. Still,
raising coruumer prices was typical ofcapitalism, so irutead the
Soviets printed more roubles. Result: Inflation. With disintegrating distribution ofgoods and resources, the economy was
rife with shortages and long lines. There was plenty of m~ney
but nothing to buy.
Are Americans getting an accurate view from the
·Western media of the developments inside the former
USSR? How does the Soviet press with its new-found
freedom measure up?
In my opinion, during these past two years th~ average
American has been given a far greater amnunt ofinformation
about the Soviet Union. The scale and scope ofcoverage is very
impressive. However, some of the "close-ups" on specific
events or characters has blurred the focus on the issues of
historical significance. What used to be the Soviet Union has
a very complicated history. The legacy of authoritarian rule,
traditional society, communal spirit and mindset are deeply
entrenched. The reform prospects will heavily depend on the
generational shift in the government. As far as the Soviet press
is concerned, there is a really remarkable change in the contents
and style and use of modem media to express a multitude of
opinioru. The mass media probably helped the reform take
root and flourish.

What do you think about Mikhail Gorbachev andBoris
Yeltsin, who emerged from the failed coup as an international figure, as leaders?

The personalities of both leaders are quite exciting.
However with the legacy ofcults of personality of momentous
dimensioru, the Russian intelligentsia has a tendency to look
down on leaders. In this respect I am objectively appreciative of
Gorbachev's intentioru and Ydtsin's heroic acts, but I hope to
see a leader who will represent the new generation, who didn't
know party indoctrination and who is elevated to the position
ofa leader by the free will of the electorate. In the interim, this
country will probably have to deal with more than two leaders.
The issue is who do these leaders actually represent/
What are your feelings about the future of your
homeland?

It is still too early to make rosy or gloomy predictioru
about the near future. The actual process of democratiza~on
has begun, which is a hopeful sign. The next step will be to
develop the economic resp6nsibility and awareness of the
emerging market setting, which is driven by values and concepts
foreign to the Soviet experience.
It must be remembered that the new union's leaders have
grown up and governed under communism. Though they may
have hoped for something better, they have known nothing
else. The traruition to a new way oflife will be arduous and not
always logical to Westerners, as the republics draw both on
Soviet experience and Western example.
Yet; in the past, the peoples of the Soviet Union have
exhibited a very impressive aptitude for re-educating themselves. Coupled today with the new determination for a freer
society and a working economy this ability might actually bring
about miraculous results. Let's wait, help and hope.

MCDOUGALL FROM PAGE 15

- Hong Kong's business world, however, is feeling some
trepidation that this paradise may soon disappear. In 1997.
~ritain•s

lease on the colony island will expire, and Hong
Kong will return to the jurisdiction of communist-run
mainland China.
"I wouldn't say Hong Kong is an enemy o(Olina, but
Hong Kong is sort of a sore spot because it has been very
successful under this very free capitalist system," McDougall
says. "But at the same time, China really needs Hong Kong's
economic success because it's a cash cow.
"It would not be wise for the policy makers of China to
start sticking their noses into everything. If they do that, it's
going to choke the whole system."
McDougall says as the date gets closer and closer, the
business world of Hong Kong is feeling a sense of urgency to
move up the corporate ladder as quickly as possible and then get
out before China moves in. Already some companies have
relocated to Singapore, and it is felt in some circles that
Singapore could replace Hong Kong as Asia's financial center
if political uncertainties prevail.
"The 1989 massacre in Tiananmen Square, when the
Chinese literally mowed down their own people, made the
people here stop and think, 'whoa, if that's the· way they're
going to treat their own people, then what might they do to us
after 19971"'
Regardless, McDougall has decided to remain in Hong
Kong for at least "the next few years." Much will depend on the
future ofher own company. While she says"the20-hour plane
rides home are a bit tedious and she misses,tht; fresh snow and
winters of Ontario, she has no regrets about making a life for
herself in the Far East.
•
"I think everyone should go to a foreign country for at
least a year, just to know how it feels to be an outsider, and to
learn a different way oflife and style ofdoing things," she says.
"Asia may not be everyone•s cup of tea, but.if you've got the
drive and independence to come over here, I believe you '11 be
richly rewarded."

•
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~ leads_to vilits by the dean, invatigaboos by the gnevanc: commit~= md a pr-e»
ing cifxully and student values z a New
England univasity. (703) JMU-7000.
Feb. 27- ENCORE SERIES, M." T•Jf4r
..U FM.tls. Artistic director Man: Taylor
ll:aclxs claru compocition and tccJWquc at
Princ:ctco UMasity. (703) JMU-7000.
March 23- ENCORE SERIES, 8 p.m.
WiN1 Hall Anditorium. NMSnW presents
fuoc •anything goes" nuns who arrange a
slightly irreverent song and dance fund
raiser. (703) JMU-7000.

AITS & UCT IES
Nov. 5·24 - SAWHIU GAUERY,

JMU Art Faculty Exhibition. Rttent and
awud-winning work in wide variety of
media and numerous stylistic approaches
to art. Opening rtccption 8 p.m. Nov.
-4, Gallery Talk by selected faCility 4:30
p.m. Nov. 21.
Nov. i - ENCORE SERIES, 8 p.m. Wilson
Hall Auditorium. First I~ GluMst &/Jet li:atun:s prtmicrt ballc:t stm
nom the Bolshoi and .Kirov ballc:ts and
other major former Easkm Bloc balkt
~- CaD (703) JMU-7000.
Nov. 7 - VISITING SOIOLARS. Phyllis
Galembo of SUNY-Albany, •Divine Inspi·
ration, From Benin to Bahia," 7:30p.m.,
Miller Hall, Room 101.
-

April 7·12- JMU THEATRE in Latimcr-

Shadfcr Theatre, Duke HaD, r•...;,.,..
U.itu. The humble shepherd rises to
become a ruthless, yet romantic, ruler.
(703) JMU-7000.

April 8 - MUSIC SERIES, An Evening
with the JMU Wmd Symphony, conducll:d

Nov. 12 - LECTURE. African Art and the

Cycle of Life, by Roy Sieber, associall:
director, National MllSCum of African Art,
Smithsonian Institution.
Nov. 14 - VISITING SCHOLARS. Richard
Rorty, knan Professor ofH11manitics,
University of Virginia, •The Ethics of Prin·
ciplc and the Ethics of Sensitivity; 7:30
p.m., Gr:d'ton-5tovall Thc:atrt.
Nov. 18- VISITING SCHOLARS, Charles
W. Sydnor Jr., prtSidcnt, Emory & Henry
College, •The Search for Nazi War Criminals," 7:30 p.m., Miller Hall, Room 101.

by J. Patrick Rooney, will perform Piawres
.: 1111 ~ by Modest Moussorgsky.
(703) JMU-7000.

Nov. 22·24 - VIRGINIA REPERTORY
DANCE COMPANY in Latimcr·Shadfcr

Theatre, Duke Hall. JMU's touring danoc
company will perform f:arulty and guest chore·
ography. Call (703) JMU-7000.
Dec. 3 - LECTURE. The Historic and
Continued Usc of Beads as C=ncy in
Africa; or What Goes.Aro110d, Comes
Aro110d. .. and Aro110d. .. and Aro110d. .." by
Scott Eutsler, 8 p.m., Duke M209.
Dec. 3·15- SAWHILL GALLERY, Se/ea:
A J,.rietl RegiMIIU ~ recognizes
artists from Lexington, Charlotll:svillc,
Sta110ton, Waynesboro, Harrisonb11rg and
WmchcstJ:r, Va., and Elkins, W.Va. Opening reception 8 p.m. Dec. 2.
Dec. 8 - CHRISTMAS VESPERS in Wilson Hall Auditori11m.
Jan. 23- MUSIC SERIES, Mrui& llllllPomy,
Wilson Hall Allditoriwn, with pcri>nnanccs
by JMU's Madison Smgcrs, JMU intrwncntal
f:acu1ty and JMU al=us John BciJcmcr. CaD
(703) JMU-7000.
Jan. 29- ENCORE SERIES. 8 p.m. Wilson
Hall Auditori11m. Classical pianist Clive
Swansboumc, regularly broadcast on the
BBC and National Public Radio, performs.
(703) JMU-7000.
Feb. 3-6- CONTEMPORARY MUSIC

Festival in Wtlson Hall Auditorium and
Anthony-5ccgcr Auditori11m.
Feb. 12·17- THEATER SERIES, .AJut.lter
~--A -nc and prorocatiYc play by A.
ll Gurney c:xamincs some of the problems
facing academia. An anti-nuclear version of

I
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
Nov. 23- BOSTON. MASS., JMU vs.
Northcasll:m pre-game party at Champion's
at Copley Plaz:a, II a.m.
Nov. 24- SHENANDOAH VALLEY,
Cusll:r's Last Stand, Rcdskins/Cowboys
game, 12:30 p.m. at T.G. Armadillos.

Dec. 3 - GREATER PENINSULA
chapll:r meeting.
Dec. 5 -STUDIES ABROAD

Holiday Party.

April17·18- DANCE SERIES, Conll:m-

Dec. 10 - N.IINY METRO Holiday Party.

porary Dance Ensemble with guest choreographer Mark Taylor. Outstanding student and faculty choreography also will be
highlighted. (703) JMU-7000.
April 24 & 25- MADISONIANS' Home
Show in Wtlson Hall Auditorium.
July 23·26- THEATER SERIES, The Boys
Next Door. Tom Griffin's bittcmvcct comedy about four ret:udcd men provides a
glimpse into the tnbulations of the handiappcd. (703) ]MU-7000.

Dec. 12 - METRO WASHINGTON Holi-

ALUMNI CHAPTERS
Nov. 12 -WINCHESTER chapter meeting.
Nov. 13 -FREDERICKSBURG

chapll:r meeting.
Nov. 14- CHARLOTTESVILLE chapter

meeting, Courtsquarc Tavern, 6:30 p.m.
Nov. 15 -GREATER PENINSULA,
Evening at the AdmirU; hockey game, TBA.
Nov. 19- FREDERICKSBURG, meeting

and reception at Frcdcricksb11rg Co110try
Club,6p.m.
Nov. 20- STUDIES ABROAD chapter
meeting. PRESEASON NIT BASKET·
BAU. JMU vs. Georgia Tech, ESPN:
ATLANTA chapter at P.lt Hurley's barBuckhead with free hot dogs and beer;
ROANOKE at Ground Ro110d; BALnMORE/ANNAPOUS at Ball's Sports Bar;
CHARLOTTE at The Scoreboatd;
GREATER PENINSULA at Rooney's;
METRO WASHINGTON at Champions,
Tysons; NJINY METRO at LT's, East
Rutherford, N.J.; RICHMOND at Champions with Georgia Tech alumni; TIDE·
WATER atWmner's Sports Club, Virginia
Beach; NC TRIANGLE at Champions,
Crab Trte Valley Marriott, Raleigh; FREDERICKSBURG at at Random Row;
LYNCHBURG at Dapper Dan's; CHAR·
LOTTESVIUE at Player's Sports Club.

day Party.
Dec. 14 - FREDERICKSBURG Holiday
Social at Steve Berry's, TBA.
Dec. 31 - METRO WASHINGTON 2nd
Annual New Year's Eve Party, &scrvations
deadline Dec. 2.
Jan. 7 - STUDIES ABROAD, Harrisonbllrg. SHENANDOAH VALLEY chapll:r
meeting. N.IINY METRO chapter meeting.
Jan. 14- SHENANDOAH VALLEY chapter meeting, Sonner Hall,
Jan. 16 -METRO WASHINGTON Career
Connection job fair, ky Bridge Marriott,
6-8:30.
Jan. 23 - FREDERICKSBURG social at
Arbucklcs, 6:30-9 p.m.
February- ATLANTA PrtSidcnt's Day/
JMU Party semi formal, TBA.
Feb. 4- GREATER PENINSULA
chapll:r meeting.
Feb. 14- WINCHESTER Valentine's
Day party.
Feb. 21·23- BLACK ALUMNI

ski trip, TBA.
Feb. -27- METRO WASHINGTON

at Fat Tuesday's.
Mar. 14- METRO WASHINGTON
St Patty's Day Party (TBA).
June 13- ATLANTA second annual pig
roast, l'at Hurley's Ba:r-»u<::'ldlcad, S p.m.

SPECIAL EVEITS
&WEEIEIDS
Nov. 16- CEREMONY to name the Coll.:gc
ofBwincss building "Zane Showku Hall."
Nov. 21 - GREATER MADISON with
President Ronakl E. Carrier's Stall: of the

Univmity Address and Educators ci the Year
Awards at the Convocation Center. Call
(703) JMU-3979 for more information.
Nov. 22- REDEDICAnON
of Burrws Hall.
Dec. 13 - COMMENCEMENT,

3 p.m.,
Convocation Center. About SOO students
will receive their degrees.

April 4- JMU ANNUAL BENEFIT
ART AUCTION at The Homestead in

Hot Springs, Va. Call (703) JMU-3979
for more information.
Aprll10- GREATER MADISON

Sports Hall of Fame Banquet at the
Convocation Center. Call (703) JMU3979 for more information.
April 24 8r 25- FOUNDERS WEEKEND
Alumni Board of Directors Meeting and

re110ions for Bluestone Society and the
classes of 1942, 1947 & 1952.
May 2- COMMENCEMENT

at Bridgeforth Stadium.
July 31 -COMMENCEMENT

SPORTS
MEN'S BASKETBALL

Nov. 8- (Exhibition) kntllcky Crusaders
at home
Nov. II- (Exhibition) Ukraine Select
Tcam at home
Nov. 20- Preseason NIT- Georgia
Tech (ESPN) at Atlanta, Ga.
Nov. 22-23- Preseason NIT-5ccond
Ro110d- TBA
Nov. 27 - Preseason NIT-semifinals
(ESPN) at New York, N.Y.
Nov. 29- Preseason NIT-Finals (ESPN) at
New York, N.Y.
Dec. 2- Maryland-Easll:m Shore at home
Dec. 5- Ncwcla-Las Vegas at home
Dec. 7- Brigham Young at home
Dec. 14 -South Alabama at home
Dec. 18 - Mount St Mary's at home
Dec. 21 - Coppin Stall: at home
Dc.c:.. '23 -

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Nov. 8 -(Exhibition) Canadian National
Tcam at home
Nov. 23- at Ohio State
Nov. 29-30- JMU-Niclscn Classic (Appalachian State, College of Charleston, Robcrt Morris) at home
Dec. 7 - !Udford at home
Dec. 16- UClA at home
Dec. 19 -at Illinois State
Dec. 21 - at Butler
Dec. 29 - at Maine
Jan. 5 - at Howard
Jan. 11- North Carolina Wilmington* at
home
Jan. 13- East Carolina* at home
Jan. 18- at Old Dominion•
Jan. 22 -William & Mary at home
Jan. 25 -atAmcrican*
]an. 29 - at George Mason*
Feb. 2- Richmond* at home
Feb. 4- at VIrginia Commonwealth
Feb. 8 -at North Carolina Wilmington •
Feb. 10- at East Carolina
Feb. IS- Old Dominion* at home
Feb. 17- Virginia Tech at home
Feb. 19- at William & Mary*
Feb. 22- American* at home
Feb. 26 - George Mason* at home
March 1 -at Richmond*
March 5- at North Carolina Greensboro
March 12-14- Colonial Championships

a.t.l:.ast. ""rc.nncssc..c:. S.u.t.c.

Dec. 27-28- Sug;ar ~wl1'oumament
(JMU, Mississippi, New Orleans, Pins-

burgh) at New Orleans
Jan. 3 -at Oregon Stall:
Jan. 8 -Penn Stall: at home
Jan. 11 - at UNC Wilmington*
Jan. 13- at East Carolina*
Jan. 18- Old Dominion• at home
Jan. 22 - at William & Mary*
Jan. 25 -American* at home

Alumni Update

Yoo Hoo!

Jan. 29- George Mason* at home
Feb. 3- at Richmond*
Feb. 8- UNC Wtlmington* at home
Fcb.IO- East Carolina* at home
Fcb.l2- at Auburn
Feb. IS- at Old Dominion•
Feb. 17- at George Washington (ESPN)
Feb. 22 - at American •
Feb. 26- at George Mason •
Feb. 29- Richmond* at home
March 2 - Wt.lliam 8c Mary* at home
March 7-9- Richfood-Colonial Championships at Richmond, Va.

Hello Out There!

Have you moved? Changed jobs? Retired? Gotten married? Had kids? Grandkids? Been elected dub officer? Received an award?
Let us know! Send in your class note so we can share it with your JMU friends in Montpelier.
Please begin your class note with your class year and full name. Don't forget your maiden name; it helps your classmates recognize you. If you're incl~ding in~or
mation on your spouse who is also a JMU grad, please include his or her class year and full (including maiden) name and make clear what class note rnformat10n
is whose. Because the mailing label on the reverse side of this coupon helps us to identify you, please make sure it is still attached when you sen~ us your class
note. Send this coupon to JMU Alumni, Sonner Hall, James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA 22807 or call (703) 568-6234 to update your alumm record.
Is this a new address or job?

Circle: Yes

No

Name _________________Class Year _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
C i t y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - State __ Zip _ _ __
Social Security Number
Major _ _ _ _ __
)
Work Phone ( ) _ _ _ __
Home Phone (
Employer/Position------------------Business A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Is this a new job?

Circle:

Yes

No

Spouse Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Class Year _ __
Social Security Number
Major _ _ _ _ __
Employer/Position
Work Phone (
Business A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Official Alumni Clothing
for Christmas 1991

F.

B.

ORDER
TOLL-FREE
1-800-992-8765

CHRISTMAS DELIVERY
GUARANTEED*
*Orders Received by
December lOth for items
still available.

YOUR SATISFACTION
IS 100% GUARANTEED

24 hours a day,
7 days a week

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
Fine quality sportswear, with unique Untversity personalization-perfect gifts for all our Alumni.
A. Velour Robe.
Made from 100% plush cotton velour
embroidered with University Seal over the
heart. In Black. For men and women-one
size fits all.
(#JMUX7A) $80.00
B. Tennis Sweater.
100% cotton in comfy, oversized fit with
double sand colored bands at collar and cuffs.
Made in the USA. Unisex Sizes: S, M, L, & XL.
(#JMUX3A) $65.00
C. Golf Shirt.
A full-fitting 100% Pima cotton interlock
with chest pocket and traditional tailored
collar. Embroidered with the Duke Dog logo.
White or Black. Sizes: S, M, L, XL, & XXL
(#JMUX2A) $38.00

D. Crew Neck Sweatshirt.
Full athletic cut with seamless shoulders,
extra-long ribbed knit cuffs and waistband.
Made in the USA. Grey. Sizes: S, M, L, XL,
& XXL
(#JMUX5A) $55.00
E. Fashion Crew Neck.
Smooth and comfortable cotton/poly blend
accented by black bands on heather, with
JMU Duke Dog embroidery. Sizes: S, M, L,
XL, & XXL
(#JMUX5C) $39.00

F. Zippered Sweatshirt.
Durable, washable cotton/ poly fabric with
knit cuffs and waistband, stand-up collar and
embroidered logo. Heather. Roomy Sizes: S,
M, L, & XL
(#JMUX5D) $55.00

G. Polo Shirt.
A pique knit of extra-fine, 100% long staple
Pima cotton with soft collar, banded sleeves,
side vents and long tuck-in tail. White and
Black. Limited Sizes: M, L, & XL only.
(#JMUX28) $35.00

. I. Ladies' Cardigan Sweater.
Luxuriously soft like cashmere, yet the fine,
combed cotton yarn means easy care.
Embroidered University Seal. Machine
washable. Made in·the USA. White. Roomy
sizes: S, M, L, & XL (#JMUX3D) $65.00

Order 2 Polo Shirts and save $10!
Polo Shirt Pair
(#EMB2X) $60.00

J. Ladies' Pullover Sweater.
The natural-fiber softness of "Cotton
Cashmere." With drop shoulders and 7button, stand-up collar. Beautifully embroidered. Machine washable. Made in the USA.
White. Roomy sizes: S, M, L, & XL
(#JMUX3E) $65.00

H. Wool Baseball Cap.
By New Era, the choice of Major League
Baseball Teams. Pre-shrunk, weatherized
100% wool serge fabric. Navy with "M" in
white. Adjustable.
(#JMUX6A) $19.00

Exceptfor ladies' sweaters, all sizing is adult unisex.
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Parents of JMU graduates:
If this issue is addressed to your son or daughter who
no longer maintains a permanent address at your home,
please notify the alumni office of the new mailing address.
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